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ABSTRACT 
Using Geographic Information Systems and Remote Sensing to 
Analyze Fire Likelihood Areas at the Regional Scale in 
the Western United States 
by 
Russell W. Reading, Master of Science 
Utah State University , 2003 
Major Professor: Dr. Paul Box 
Department: Geography and Earth Resources 
111 
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) are increasingly used to examine fire 
activity . This study uses GIS to determine fire likelihood probabilities at an intermediate 
scale ( I-kilometer) on a daily basis given readily available data. Layers used for the 
analysis included slope, aspect , elevation , fuel type, proximity to existing fires, maximum 
temperature , minimum temperature , relative humidity , average vapor pressure deficit , 
precipitation , I-hour fuel moisture , and I 0-hour fuel moisture . 
There were three objectives of this study : I . Establish a correlation between burn 
perimeters and readily available topographic and environmental data, and map the spatial 
distribution of these as fire likelihood areas; 2. Compare each day's fire likelihood areas 
to fire perimeters from the next day to determine to what extent areas deemed to be high 
fire likelihood on a given day could be used to identify likelihood areas for the 
subsequent day; 3. Create a generalized model using the fewest and most frequent 
lV 
significant variables and test this model as a general predictive tool for fire likelihood 
over a given season. 
Redundant variables and variables determined not to' be significant at this scale 
were removed from the model. Variables that best explained the fire activity were 
identified and used to spatially map fire likelihood for any given day. By comparing 
subsequent days fire activity to the previous days fire likelihood areas, it was determined 
that the previous fire likelihood areas can be used as an indication for the subsequent 
day ' s fire likelihood areas with a reasonable level of accuracy . 
Although factors changed from day to day, the most significant variables tended 
to be slope, elevation , fuel type , and I-hour fuel moisture. These variables were 
incorporated into a generalized model which, when mapped spatially, provided a method 
to compare increasing or 9ecreasing levels of fire likelihood on a temporal scale . The 
results were coarser , but still indicated that a generalized model could be used to identify 
the next day' s fire likelihood areas given the previous days spatial plots. When compared 
to new fire starts , fires occurred in areas of moderate fire likelihood probabilities and 
very few occurred in areas of low probability . 
( 154 pages) 
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INTRODUCTION 
The use of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) is becoming more common in 
natural resource management. The ability of GIS to combine and analyze geospatial data 
makes it valuable for a variety of uses that include forest inventories, habitat analysis, 
pest control , and wildfires. Closely related to GIS is remote sensing, which is often used 
as a method of gathering data for use: within a GIS . In wildfire management, both GIS 
and remote sensing are important analytical tools to study fire and its effects. This study 
uses GIS and remote sensing to identify and analyze fire likelihood areas at the regional 
(an intermediate) scale in the western United States . 
Across the western United States , every year brings the possibility of wildfires, 
and every year thousands of acres are burned. Traditiona lly fire has been viewed as a 
destructive event without significant benefit (Barnes et al. 1998). In the l 890's a 
government inspector named John Leiberg summed up this opinion after viewing 
evidence of past fires in the newly created Bitterroot Forest Reserve: "The after effects of 
the fires in this region are various , but are always evil, without a redeeming feature" 
(Amo 2000) . Even today many still see fire as a catastrophic event , destroying the forest. 
In reality fire is a natural occurrence and part of the process of succession that promotes 
forest rebirth . Fire ensures the health of ecosystems by helping to shape the evolution and 
the functionality of an ecosystem. It affects the ability of a forest to cycle carbon , 
nutrients and water , as well as biomass accumulation, succession and diversity (Barnes et 
al.1998) . A regular fire interval reduces the density of forest vegetation , improves forest 
health, wildlife habitat , and decreases the threat of iarger catastrophic fires. 
As technology continues to develop, there is continued progress in our ability to 
understand fire. One of the applications of wildfire analysis recognized as early as 1940 
was the need to determine and map fire danger areas (Burgan, Klaver, and Klaver 1998). 
In recent years technology has developed to the point where GIS and/or remote sensing 
techniques have been employed to determine fire danger areas or areas of fire likelihood. 
Techniques have been developed and used at a variety of scales ranging from broad 
studies on the continental scale to fine scale studies on the forest level. 
2 
Mapping fire danger has been done on the continental scale and produced on a 
daily basis, but the results are very broad, having a spatial resolution of approximately 10 
kilometers (Wildland Fire Assessment System (WF AS) 2002a). They are useful for 
planning purposes in that they produce a national map of areas of "high," "moderate ," or 
"low" fire danger. Forest scale studies also have been done to identify fire potential. 
These studies usually consist of developing a single fire danger map to examine the 
overall danger for fire the study area may exhibit (Chuvieco and Salas 1996) or in 
developing fire prediction models that analyze fire behavior to determine how a fire may 
spread ( Green et al. I 99 5). 
Wildfires can often exhibit extreme fire behavior. Extreme fire behavior can occur 
in many forms including blowups , firestorms , and conflagrations. Continental scale 
analysis covering a very large area or fine scale analysis covering a relatively small area 
may be too vague or too localized to analyze some fire events. 
Few studies have focused on intermediate or regional scales and present 
methodologies that can be applied on a daily basis. These are potentially more useful for 
managers as they are practical for addressing immediate needs for information during a 
fire season. One example is a method developed by Robert Burgan to determine a fire 
potential index at a spatial resolution of one kilometer using data utilizing live fuel 
moisture, relative greenness, and ten-hour fuel moisture derived from remotely sensed 
A VHRR satellite imagery (Burgan, Klaver, and Klaver 1998). 
One problem with methodologies that rely on satellite images alone to monitor 
changes of greenness to identify fire danger area is that the images are subject to cloud 
cover and smoke that can cover the study area and make analysis difficult on a daily 
basis. Other relevant data sources, such as automated weather station data, are available 
nation wide but are often used on a continental scale in broad contexts rather than on an 
intermediate regional scale. Fire perimeter data gathered by traditional methods at each 
fire takes time to process and may not be available on a daily basis. The thermal bands 
available on satellite platforms are used to monitor fire perimeters , but there has been 
little application of this ability on a daily basis (Chuvieco and Martin 1994b). 
This study explores a methodology for determining fire potential (likelihood) on 
an intermediate spatial scale and on a daily basis by incorporating readily available data 
from several sources . Assuming that fire occurs in areas that have some propensity to 
burn, there should be some correlation between environmental conditions on a given day 
and the fire perimeters on that day. Areas whose environmental conditions are similar to 
those within contemporary fire perin1eters should have a higher probability of burning . 
For this analysis, areas that show a high correlation between the topographic and 
environmental conditions to existing burns (i.e. areas that exhibit a high probability of 
burning) are referred to as fire likelihood areas. Since risk factors are not being 
incorporated into the model, the studly identifies area of fire likelihood rather than danger 
3 
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areas. Thermal bands from satellite images are used to gather fire perimeter data daily 
over a wide area. The relationships between the fire perimeter data and topographic data, 
vegetation data , and readily available daily automated weather station information are 
examined to see if this correlation is detectable at the scale at which the data is available. 
This study was not designed to improve on or replace current methods , but rather to 
provide a spatially explicit way to look at the data that lends itself to be readily automated 
on a daily basis. 
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OBJECTIVES AND HYPOTHESIS 
The objectives of this study are to: 
1. Establish a correlation between daily burn perimeters and readily available topographic 
and contemporary environmental data to map the spatial distribution of burn probabilities 
(fire likelihood areas). 
2. Compare each day's fire likelihood areas to fire perimeters from the next day to 
determine to what extent areas deemed to be of high likelihood (areas that correlated with 
burn perimeters) on a given day could be used to identify areas of higher likelihood for 
the subsequent day. 
3. Create a generalized model using the fewest and most frequent significant variables as 
determined in part 1, and test this model as a general predictive tool for fire likelihood 
over a given season. 
The corresponding hypotheses for this study are: 
Ha: There is a correlation between daily fire perimeters and readily available 
topographic and contemporary environmental data at the regional scale with a 
resolution of one kilometer . 
Ho: Fire likelihood areas cannot be effectively identified on a daily basis using data 
layers at this resolution , the fires occurred independently of the physical characteristics 
measured at this scale. 
Ha: Areas that show a high probability of burning on a given day are good predictors of 
what is burning on the subsequent day. 
Ho: Fire likelihood areas on the next day cannot be effectively identified using the 
previous day's conditions . 
Ha: A generalized model can be synthesized from the variables used at the scale of the 
study in each of the daily models to predict areas where new fires start. 
Ho: The most common vegetative, topographic, and climatic factors are not suitable to 
create a generalized predictive tool at this scale. 
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LOCATION OF STUDY AREA 
The study area is located in central Idaho and western Montana in the 
northwestern United States. It is defined by a 15 kilometer buffer around 9 national 
forests: the Sawtooth, Salmon-Challis , Boise , Nez-Perce , Bitterroot , Payette, Clearwater , 
Beaverhead and Deerlodge National Forests. This area also encompasses the northern 
part of Region 4 and the western part of Region 1 of the U.S. Forest Service. The 
geographic boundary of the study area ranges from 111 ° W to 117° Wand from 43° N to 
4 7° N, representative of an intermed iate scaled area (Figures 1-3). 
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The study area displays a wide range of topographic variability due to an active 
geologic history. Processes that have formed the current landscape include thrust faulting 
during the Jurassic Period, the intrusion of the Idah Batholith during the late Cretaceous , 
Eocene volcanics , Basin and Range block faulting, and the passage of the Yellowstone 
Hotspot (Alt and Hyndman 1986, 1989). Today. elevations range from approximately 
500 to 12,200 feet above sea level forming high mountain peaks and broad valleys . There 
is a wide variety of vegetation within the study area ranging from ponderosa pine, 
douglas fir, quaking aspen, sagebrush, grasses and forbs. 
Data from the 1994 and 2000 fire seasons were used, as daily fire perimeter 
information was available for those years within the study area. 2000 was a very active 
fire year with a lot of fire activity in the study area, the most extensive of which took 
place during a month and a half interval ranging from July 15th to August 31st (Figure 4 ). 
Fire activity in 1994 in the study area was substantially less than 2000 and represents 
conditions in a less active fire year. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
Using Geographic Information Systems for Wildfire Analysis 
A Geographic Information System (GIS) is defined as an "organized collection of 
computer hardware , software , geographic data, and personnel designed to efficiently 
capture , store , update , manipulate , analyze , and display all forms of geographically 
referenced information" (ESRI 1995). The advantage of using Geographic Information 
Systems is their ability to combine several layers of data into a consistent base that can be 
compared over time and spatial boundaries (Salazar 1995). 
In wildfire analysis , a GIS can be used for " fuel management , wildfire 
prevention , wildfire detection , pre-suppression activities , dispatching crews and 
equipment , suppression activities , and wilderness fire management" (Salazar 1995). In 
fact , a GIS can be used to study all phases of wildfires , before the event , during the fire, 
and after the fire has been extinguish ed. Before fire events , a GIS can be used for making 
risk assessments (Burton et al. 1996) ,, prescribed bum plans (Wells and McKinsey 1991) , 
predicting fire behavior (Green et al. 1995) , and fire danger maps (Stratton 1998). During 
fire events a GIS can be used to allocate resources , predict fire behavior and map fire 
progression (Greer 1994 ; Prevedel 1995) . After fire events , a GIS can be used for 
activities such as clean-up efforts , res.toration and recovery of vegetation and watersheds , 
erosion and landslide potential, and for studying the long-term effects of fires (Scher 
1991; Greer 1994) . 
The data layers used for these types of analysis can include vector data such as 
roads , streams , and political boundaries , obtained from the site of the study or digitized 
from maps , or raster data, such as the analysis of satellite images . In analyzing large 
areas, the analysis of satellite imagery is becoming an important method for gathering 
data covering broad areas. For example, Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer 
(A VHRR) satellite images have been used to create a land cover classification of the 
continental United States with the purpose of obtaining a nation-wide coverage of 
vegetation types throughout the cow1try. Once created, these land cover classifications 
can be used to determine fuel types for fuel models . 
Using GIS to Create Fire Danger Models 
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One of the uses of a GIS in wildfire analysis is the creation of fire danger or 
likelihood maps . These maps show where fires are likely to occur and can be very 
beneficial to forest fire managers. It allows for decisions to be made , resources allocation , 
and responsibility delegation (Gronlund , Xiang , and Sox 1994). 
There are three main categor ies of spatial data that are needed when creating a fire 
danger index: fuel, topography , and weather (Chuvieco and Salas 1996). These layers are 
available at many scales . The topography and weather layers are easily obtainable , but 
appropriate fuel layers are more difficult to find and may need to be interpreted. 
Additionally , which layers within each category are actually used varies with the scale of 
the analysis . For example , within the category of topography there may be elevation, 
slope and aspect layers. but perhaps only the elevation layer would be used for a 
particular study. Most studies have focused on either the very broad (global) scale, on 
the order of I: 7,000,000, or finer scales , such as 1: 24,000. Both of these scales use a 
combination of both remote sensing and GIS. 
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Broad Scale Studies 
Typically, broad scale analysis takes place on a large area, on the order of an 
entire continent. These studies are vc:!ry basic , using only one or two variables to 
determine fire potential and are designed to give a general picture. Broad scale studies 
usually rely on remote sensing techniques to gather data and determine the potential or 
danger of an area for fire. Potential can be estimated by using a series of vegetation 
indices to monitor changes in vegetation leaf area over time. One such example is the 
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI). This index is used to measure leaf 
area and is calculated by using the ratio (near infrared - visible red)/ (near infrared + 
visible red) . NOAA A VHRR satellites are commonly used for broad scale studies 
because they have the advantage of imaging the earth ' s surface at the continental scale. 
A VHRR bands 1 (visible red) and 2 (near infrared) are used to calculate the NDVI. 
Lopez et al. ( 1991) discussed the use of A VHRR imagery for monitoring forest 
fire risk in Spain. The advantages of using AVHRR include its ability of total coverage of 
a large study area on a daily basis. Lopez used NDVI in a multi-temporal study that took 
place during a spring and summer pe:riod. Their analysis used six images collected 
throughout this study period that were chosen because they were cloud free. In their 
classification , they had eight NDVI classes to monitor the amount of green biomass 
within the study area . Throughout the study period , the classified images were spatially 
registered and compared in a temporal sequence to observe evolutional changes in the 
NDVI classes. Decrements in the NDVI indicated changes in biomass corresponding to 
areas of higher fire risk. It was found that the decrements were related to higher 
temperature values, lower precipitation values , and dry winds (Lopez et al. 1991 ). 
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Chuvieco and Martin ( 1994b) used NOAA A VHRR satellite imagery to locate 
areas of fire danger. They discussed how fire danger estimation requires frequent 
monitoring of vegetation stress. To e:stimate vegetation stress, a multi-temporal series of 
A VHRR images were analyzed. Weekly or bi-weekly composites of A VHRR images are 
used to monitor changes in leaf area and plant vigor through NDVI. As the NDVI values 
lower during dry seasons, fire danger increases (Chuvieco and Martin 1994b). 
Paltridge and Barber ( 1988) used A VHRR imagery in a study to measure 
vegetation dryness and fire potential in grasslands in Australia. A VHRR was used 
because it was ideal for a regional setting and its high frequency of availability . NDVI 
was used to measure vegetation radiance. The theory was that as vegetation dried , the 
chlorophyll content would decrease. This would increase the visible reflectance and 
decrease the near-infrared reflection. The changes in radiance were used to estimate 
vegetation stress and determine the potential for fire. They plotted the radiance of 
AVHRR channel 1 (Cl) against the radiance of channel 2 (C2) and determined that the 
ratio of Cl/C2 tended to 1.2 as the vegetation dried out. Their use of the NDVI index was 
modified to (near infrared - l .2*visible red) / (near infrared + visible red) to better take 
advantage of measuring dry vegetation. 15 sites were chosen as control sites and every 18 
days vegetation samples from the sites were removed to provide a measure of total green 
biomass of the area for comparison to the values obtained form satellite imagery 
(Paltridge and Barber 1988). 
These studies show that remotely sensed data can be used in an attempt to 
determine the fire potential of an area. Most of these studies involved a study area of 
relatively homogeneous plant type and topography. Although the scale of these analyses 
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would be appropriate for my study, there are other factors involved that must be 
addressed . Many took place in settings where the environment was predominately 
grasslands. These studies would need to be extended to more forested environments 
where the effects of fire can be more severe (Chuvieco and Martin 1994b). The 
relationship between plant stress and wildfire potential is important; however , it is not the 
only factor that determines the risk of fire to an area. 
Weather conditions also influence fire behavior and is used to determine fire 
potential or danger. Ground based weather stations throughout the country are used to 
record weather data such as precipitation, humidity and temperature. Burgan et al. ( 1997) 
evaluated the Wildland Fire Assessment System (WF AS) that produces a nationwide 
assessment of fire danger at a scale of 10-km (6 miles) for the lower 48 states. These 
assessments have been made through the use of weather satellites and ground based 
weather stations. Satellite images are used to calculate an NDVI from NOAA AVHRR 
images for the lower 48 states, and the NDVI values are in turn used to approximate live 
fuel moistures and make visual and relative greenness maps. Ground based weather 
stations gather information such as te:mperature, humidity , and precipitation . These data 
are then used to determine I-hour time-lag fuel moisture content (also known as dead fuel 
moisture) and 1000-hour time-lag fuel moisture content (Burgan et al. 1997). 
Burgan and Hartford ( 1988) describe how fire danger can be mapped across the 
continental United States using National Fire Danger Rating System (NFDR) data. In 
their example , the continental U.S. was divided into 46 regions based on analysis of fire 
weather patterns adjusted to elevation and fuel types. Their system is basically a weather-
based procedure that uses a historic fue database and NFDR fuel models. To rate the fire 
danger, daily weather data is compared to historical fire data and NFDR fuel models . 
The results determine relative levels of fire danger for each of the 46 polygons. Actual 
fires are plotted on this map by using the latitude and longitude of the fire's origin. The 
end result of this procedure is to provide a large-scale perspective on developing fire 
situations (Burgan and Hartford 1988). 
Several other factors such as topography and vegetation types have an effect on 
the potential of areas to bum; howev,er, they are used more in finer scaled studies rather 
than with broad scale analysis. 
Finer Scaled Studies 
Finer scale analysis (i.e. 1 :24,000) usually makes more use of different types of 
GIS data layers to model fire behavior. These studies often use data from all three 
categories (fuel, topography , and weather) using different types of data from each 
category (i.e. slope. aspect and elevation derived from the topography category) . Data 
can be gathered and used from a variety of sources ranging from vector data, Digital 
Elevation Models (DEMs). and land cover classifications derived from satellite images . 
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Chuvieco and Congalton ( 1989) used remotely sensed imagery and GIS data 
layers to map forest fire hazard. The data layers included vegetation; elevation, slope, 
aspect, and the proximity to domestic features such as roads , trails, housing, etc. 
Vegetation data were obtained by classifying a Landsat image of the site and topographic 
data were derived from digital elevation models (DEMs). Buffering roads and trails 
defined the fire risk in proximity to human related features . The fire danger index was 
created by weighting each layer and each attribute within the layers according to the 
relative impact it had on increasing fire risk in a near arbitrary way. The vegetation layer 
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was given a weight of 100, slope a weight of 30, aspect a weight of 10, proximity to 
roads 5, and elevation 2. In each of these layers attributes were classified into groups of 
fire hazards defined as high, medium or low. Each of the values was then assigned a 
coefficient of 0, 1, or 2, respectively, depending on the hazard group to which it 
belonged. Once the fire danger attributes were determined and assigned a coefficient , 
they were run through the following formula, which used the coefficients and placed a 
relative weight on each as described above: 
H = 1 + IOOv + 30s + JOa + 5r +2e 
where H = final hazard, v = vegetation coefficients , s = slope, a = aspect , r = roads, and e 
= elevation coefficients. This technique was basically a qualitative method to identify fire 
hazards. The weighting system selected produced final results with values ranging from 1 
to 255 (Chuvieco and Congalton 1989). The accuracy was then determined by obtaining 
coverages of fire perimeters and then counting all the pixels in each affected area and 
determining what percent occurred in each hazard type. It was found that high hazard 
cells burned six times more than low hazard cells. 
Chuvieco and Salas ( 1996) mapped the spatial distribution of fire danger using 
GIS. They chose an area that had been affected by fire and created three types of fire 
danger maps. Data used in the analysis included topographic data, fuel models , 
meteorological data , and human risk factors. Their purpose was to improve on a previous 
fire mapping method (outlined above) and develop as close as possible a methodology for 
determining fire risk. The GIS layers in their study consisted of temperature , humidity, 
and slope aspect, sun illumination, fuel types and human risk data. A classified Landsat 
image was used to create the vegetation layer. Weather data from four weather stations 
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was used to create temperature data layers. Topographic data was derived from 
DEMs. Human risk data was created by buffering roads , trails, and recreation sites. Each 
attribute in each layer was given a weight index for the level ofrisk it possessed. Weight 
indexes for vegetation were determined by determining the fuel models for each 
vegetation type and the predicted rates of spread for the fuel types. Weather indexes were 
calculated by running weather data and elevation data through a linear regression . The 
type oflocation (roads vs. trails , recreational areas , lack of pathways , etc.) determined 
human risk indexes. Integrating the three fire danger components into a GIS and 
analyzing it on a cell by cell created fire danger maps. The equation they used was : 
FD/ 0= PI I 10 * FHC + HRI 
where FDI = fire danger index , PI = probability of ignition from the weather data, FHC = 
fuel hazard component from the vegetation layers , and HRI = human risk index. In 
comparing the results of fire data , it was found 96% of the fires occurred in high to 
extreme danger areas (Chuvieco and Salas 1996). 
Gronlund , Xiang , and Sox (1994) used GIS to create a fire risk assessment of 
Crowders Mountain State Park. Their approach was to use a knowledge-based GIS 
system to identify areas of high fire risk . GIS layers consisting of slope , topography , 
soils, vegetation , hydrography , and land use were assembled into a single coverage that 
contained all the attributes of the coverages. Each attribute was then weighted as for its 
potential for fire risk through the use of an Analytical Hierarchy Process and by 
interviewing experts who had an understanding of fire behavior and the fire potential of 
attribute in the combined layers. Next, this database was subject to a set of rules compiled 
from the expert who assembled the data and who had an understanding of it. 
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Determination of the final risk and action priorities was obtained through GIS analysis. 
By using this approach on a daily basis, response plans that prioritized actions was 
available (Gronlund, Xiang, and Sox 1994). 
Stratton (1998) used Geographic Information Systems and multiple logistic 
regression to identify fire danger areas. His study is an example of an extraction method 
in which fire danger areas were determined by using GIS to analyze common conditions 
in areas that had been subject to fire. His study was also of a finer scale and involved 
several layers including slope, aspect, elevation, precipitation, temperature, solar 
radiation, cover types, infrastructure, lightning density, and fire history. All the data 
layers were converted into grids and 1,200 sample points were taken throughout the study 
area. A stepwise logistic regression was then performed using the data from the sample 
points in order to find predictors that best explained fire occurrence. Once a relationship 
was found between the attributes and non-fire locations, a probability model using 
Kriging techniques was then employed to determine the final fire potential maps (Stratton 
1998). 
Many of the finer scaled studies have used techniques in which GIS has been used 
in conjunction with C++ or Fortran in making fire related analysis . Examples include 
F ARSITE and BEHAVE (Vasconcelos and Guertin 1992; Green et al. I 995) as well as 
Gronlund's approach. which used an analytical hierarchy process. The actual engines to 
these models use other languages other than GIS, but produce results that can be used 
within a GIS. These types of techniques were designed for localized studies and not 
broad-scale studies . 
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Data Layers Typically Used 
Typically, fire behavior models use the same types of data to predict fire behavior 
and activity: topographic, weather, and fuel data (Chuvieco and Salas 1996). 
Topography 
The topography of the study area is an important factor that influences fire 
behavior. It can act as a barrier to fire spread such as a ridge-top or cliff, or it can increase 
fire rate of spread through pre-heating and drying out of fuels. The topography of an area 
is made up of its elevation, slope and aspect. 
Elevation influences fire behavior in several ways. First, elevation affects the 
general climate. The temperature and precipitation of any given area also depends on the 
elevation. Warm air can hold more moisture than cold air, and when a warm air mass 
encounters a barrier such as a mountain range it must rise in order to pass. As the air 
mass rises, it cools. When the temperature is cooled below its dew point , condensation 
and precipitation occurs. These processes can determine fuel types and availability as 
well as snowmelt dates , green-up and curing times (Pyne, Andrews, and Laven 1996). 
Slope can directly affect the fire hazard of an area because it affects the fire 
potential and behavior. Slope affects the amount and intensity of solar radiation that an 
area receives. Slopes perpendicular to incoming radiation will receive more than slopes at 
other angles (Pyne, Andrews, and Laven 1996). The amount of incoming solar radiation 
directly affects the temperature, humidity, moisture levels, and the vegetation types. 
Steeper slopes bring fuels closer to the fire and gasses emitted by the fire, 
increasing the efficiency of preheating fuels towards their ignition point. Increasing the 
slope will also increase the rate of spread of the fire (Boise Interagency Fire Center 
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1981 ). In addition , a steeper slope increases the chance of spot fires due to firebrands 
and rolling debris. Indirectly, slope affects how fires can be fought. Steeper slopes both 
increase crew fatigue and can prevent the use of machinery to fight fires (Chuvieco and 
Congalton 1989; Gronlund, Xiang , and Sox 1994). 
Several of the physical characteristics that influence fire behavior depend on 
aspect. Aspect is the direction the slope faces (Pyne , Andrews, and Laven 1996). Aspect 
also affects the solar radiation an area receives , which in turn affects that area's 
temperatures, fuel moistures , fuel amounts , heating and cooling times , and snowmelt 
dates. Southern aspects generally have the lightest fuels and low fuel moistures , earlier 
snow melt times, higher average temperatures , earlier fuel curing periods and the greatest 
rates of spread . Northern aspects have the higher fuels amounts and higher fuel 
moistures , lower temperatures , later snow melt dates , later curing rates , and the lowest 
rates of spread . Western and eastern exposures are transition zones . Western aspects have 
later daily heating and cooling times and eastern aspects have earlier heating and cooling 
times (Boise Interagenc y Fire Center 1981 ). 
Weather 
Weather is the most variable of the three main components needed to estimate fire 
likelihood or danger (Boise Interagency Fire Center 1981 ). There are several ways that 
weather can affect the potential of an area to fire. The main aspects of weather are wind , 
temperature , relative humidity , and the precipitation. 
Wind directly influences how a fire behaves. It brings oxygen to fire, keeping the 
fire burning. It affects the intensity and rate of spread of fire. Winds can change the 
behavior of fire activity throughout the day due to their diurnal nature , flowing up-slope 
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during the day and down-slope at night and can be unpredictable , quickly settling or 
gusting . Furthermore , fires can become so large that they create their own weather, 
drawing in winds. 
Temperature and humidity are directly related . When temperature rises , humidity 
falls , and when the temperature falls , relative humidity rises. Precipitation occurs when 
the air temperature cools to its saturation point , or dew point. Temperature , humidity, and 
precipitation all affect the I-hour , I 0-hour , and 10(1-hour fuel moisture levels , which 
influence fire activity. A fire will continue to burn until fuel moisture levels reach the 
moisture of extinction , which is the moisture level at which the fire can no longer spread . 
Vegetation 
Fuels can be placed into two main groups : fuel types and fuel states. Fuel type 
describes the vegetation that makes up the fuel and the fuel state looks at how the fuels 
relate to the environment in which the y are found (Pyne , Andrews , and Laven 1996). 
Both are important when assessing fire danger or potential. 
The fuel type , or vegetation , is an important layer because it is the layer that fire 
affects the most (it is the vegetation that burns). For fire modeling , general vegetation 
types are often categorized into fuel models. There are 13 fire behavior fuel models that 
are classified into four basic groups: grasses , brush , timber , and slash (Table 1 ). These 
models are based on the fuel typ es, loading , and distribution. Anderson , in describing 
these fuel models , outlined repre sentative rates of spread of fire for each of the fuel 
models to provide an estimation of fire behavior (Anderson 1982). He also compared the 
fire behavior fuel models to the con-esponding National Fire Danger Rating (NFDR) fuel 
Table 1. Fire Behavior Fuel Models 
Fuel Model: Descri tion: 
1 ~.port grass. 
2 Timber with grass and understory. 
3 Tall grass , 2 ½ feet. 
4 Chaparral, 6 feet. 
5 Brush , 2 feet. 
6 Intermediate brush & hardwood slash. 
7 Southern rough. 
8 Closed timber litter. 
9 Hardwood litter. 
10 Timber, litter and understory. 
11 Light logging slash. 
12 Medium logging slash. 
13 Heavy logging slash. 
Source: Boise lnteragency Fire Center (1981). 
Class: 
Grass 
Grass 
Grass 
Brush 
Brush 
Brush 
Brush 
Timber 
Timber 
Timber 
Slash 
Slash 
Slash 
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models , which take into account weather and topographic considerations (Wildland Fire 
Assessment System (WFAS) 2002b) (Table 2) . 
The second main group that fuels can be categorized in is the state of the fuel. As 
the environment surrounding fuels change, so does the amount of moisture the fuel takes 
on or gives up. Fuel moisture is expressed as a percentage of the oven dry weight of the 
fuel. It is calculated by dividing the weight of the water contained in the fuel by the 
weight of the oven-dried fuel (Pyne , Andrews , and Laven 1996). Fuels are classified into 
groups based on the time it takes for the fuels to adjust to environmental changes and 
reach equilibrium. This change in time is referred to as timelag or response time. It is 
defined as the amount of time it takes for the fuel to gain or lose 63% of the difference 
between its initial moisture level and the equilibriuni. moisture level (Pyne, Andrews, and 
Laven 1996). There are four main divisions that fuels are classified as in terms of timelag 
based on fuel sizes (Table 3). A fire's ability to ignite and spread depends on its 
temperature and moisture levels. High fuel moisture levels suppress the ignition of fires 
Table 2. National Fire Danger Rating (NFDR) Fuel Models 
Fuel Model: Descri tion: 
A Western annual grasses. 
B California mixed chaparral. 
C Pine grass savannah. 
D Southern rough. 
E Hardwoods (winter). 
F Intermediate brush . 
G Short needle conifers, heavy dead load. 
H Short needle conifers , normal dead load. 
I Heavy logging slash. 
J Intermediate logging slash. 
K Light logging slash. 
L Western perennial grassland. 
M Agricultural land. 
N Sawgrass or other thick stemmed grass. 
0 High pocosin. 
P Southern pine plantation. 
Q Alaskan black spruce. 
R Hardwood (summer) 
S Alpine tundra 
T Sagebrush grass mixture . 
U Western long needle conifer. 
V Water. 
W Barren. 
X Marsh. 
Source : Burgan, Klaver, and Klaver 1998. 
Table 3. Time Lag Classifications 
Time la classification. 
1 hour fuels 
1 0 hour fuels 
100 hour fuels 
1000 hour fuels 
Source: Pyne, Andrews , and Laven 1996. 
---
Size of fuels 
0 - 0.25 inches 
0.25 - I inches 
1 - 3 inches 
< 3 inches 
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or hinder the ability of them to continue to bum. For a fire to ignite , the temperature must 
reach an ignition point. The presence of moisture absorbs heat and prevents the 
temperature from reaching this point. For combustion to take place , more heat is required 
to drive off the moisture and raise fuel temperature. If the amount of moisture in the fuels 
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is too great , the temperature will not rise to the ignition point , and combustion will not 
occur. 
Using A VHRR Satellite Data to 
Determine Fire Perimeters 
The A VHRR sensor is a broad band five-channel sensor that has been carried on 
the TIROS-N series satellites since 1978 (see Table 4 for the spectral characteristics of 
the A VHRR sensor). TIROS-N satellites are sun synchronous, polar orbiting satellites 
that orbit the earth 14.1 times daily providing repeat global coverage of the Earth twice a 
day, more often if several satellites are used (Jensen 1996). The nominal orbiting altitude 
is 833 kilometers (517 miles) , covering a swath width of 2700 km for each pass giving 
A VHRR data the advantage of covering broad areas, on a continental scale. 
The sensor has an instaneous field of view of 1.4 milliradians and a scanning 
angle of 55.4°, yielding a ground pixel resolution of approximately 1.1 km by 1.1 km at 
nadir , or approximately 200 acres (Robinson 1991; Prevedel 1995). 
According to Wein's displacement law, the best band for fire detection is located 
between 2.9 and 5.8 µm (Chuvieco and Martin 1994b) . This makes AVHRR band 3 the 
logical choice to use for fire detection. The sensor has the capability to detect sub pixel 
temperatures , meaning that for wildfire detection, fire need not be present throughout the 
Table 4. Spectral Characteristics of the A VHRR Sensor 
Band Wavelength: Wavelength: 
Number: NOAA 6, 8, 10 NOAA 7, 8, 11, 12, 14, 15 
I 0.58 to 0.68 µm 0.58 to 0.68 µm 
2 0.725 to 1.10 µm 0.725 to 1.10 µm 
3 3.55 to 3.93 µm 3.55 to 3.93 µm 
4 10.50 to 11.50 µm 10.30 to 11.30 µm 
5 None 11.50 to 12.50 µm 
Reflected Infrared 
Mid Infrared 
Thermal Infrared 
Thermal Infrared 
ectrum 
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entire 1 km pixel but can occupy only a portion and still be detected (Dozier 1981 ). 
The ability of the sensor to detect wildfires has been well established. Cahoon 
demonstrated in 1994 how A YHRR satellites could be used in wildfire analysis. Over 
200 images from the great China fire of 1987 were used for the study to estimate the 
extent of the fires and trace gas emissions they produced (Cahoon et al. 1994). Flannigan 
and Yonder Haar ( 1986) used A YHRR bands 3 and 4 to monitor fires in the Slave Lake 
forest region of Canada from June 12 to June 21, 1982. Bands 3 and 4 of A YHRR were 
used to identify fires, but only had a limited success, with about 33% of the fire being 
detected by satellite. This was due to cloud cover , smoke and pixel saturation (Flannigan 
and Yonder Haar 1986). Malingreau, Laporte, and Gregoire used A YHRR bands 1, 2, 
and 3 to detect a fire event in South1~rn Guinee on January 13, 1987. Using this image , a 
multi-spectral composition was made of a fire that occurred in Guinee. Using all three 
bands , a classification was made that showed not only the active fires but also the 
approximate burned area. estimated to be about l 0,000km 2• The location of these fires 
was found to follow national boundaries indicating patterns ofland management could be 
distinguished (Malingreau , Laporte , and Gregoire 1990). Matson, Holben , Stephens , and 
Robinson used A YHRR band 3 to demonstrate how band 3 can be used to detect fires 
through several case studies in 1984 locating fires southern Mexico , Brazil , Africa, and 
the Soviet Union (Matson and Holben 1987; Matson , Stephens , and Robinson 1987). 
The ability of NOAA A YHRR satellites to detect fire has been well known and 
used for several years to monitor fire activity from satellite . However , this ability has not 
been fully used, and until recently there has been little application for daily fire analysis 
(Chuvieco and Martin 1994a, b; Prevedel 1995). 
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METHODS 
Analysis Overview 
A number of data layers thought to represent the burnability of the study area on 
each day of the study period in two fire seasons was compiled. The layers were slope, 
aspect, elevation, maximum temperature , minimum temperature , relative humidity , 
average vapor pressure deficit , preciipitation, fuel types , estimated I-hour fuel moisture , 
estimated I 0-hour fuel moisture , and proximity to current fires (Figure 5). Detailed 
information on the creation of the data layers is provided in the next section. A logistical 
regression in the form of equation I was used to find the correlation between these layers 
and the burn perimeters: 
Pa = [EXP (Ua)j I [1 + EXP (Va)] 
Va = /Jo + /3,X, + /J2X2 + ... /J,,Xn. 
(I) 
where U is the dependent variable , /Jo is the intercept , the Xs are the explanatory 
(independent) variables , and /Jn is the estimated parameter for each variable X (Chou 
1997). The parameters, or coefficients (/31 ) , were extracted using the statistical package 
SAS ' s logistical and collinearity procedures and were used in grid algebra to map a 
spatial distribution of fire burn probabilities. This approach , similar to Chuvieco and 
Strattons' (Chuvieco and Congalton 1989; Chuvieco and Salas 1996; Stratton 1998), was 
used for the study but modified for intermediate scaled data and the use of daily fire 
perimeter data. 
The dependent variables used in the analysis were the fire perimeters. Fire 
perimeters were obtained thought the analysis of AVHRR satellite images. From 
Slope 
Daily maximum temperatures 
Daily average vapor pressure 
deficit 
Daily estimated I-hour fuel 
moisture 
Aspect 
Daily minimum temperatures 
Daily precipitation values 
Daily estimated I 0-hour fuel 
moisture 
Daily fire activity 
Figure 5. GJS dala layers used in the analysis. 
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Fuel types 
Daily proximity to fires 
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the literature , 12 data layers important for fire potential were considered as 
independent variables . The collinearity and logistic procedures available in SAS version 
8.02 were used to analyze the data and obtain the significant variables. Data were first 
tested for redundancy (multicollinearity) and then a multivariate regression was used with 
fire perimeters as the dependent variable , regressed against the rest of the data layers 
( defined above) as the independent variables. A backward , stepwise logistic regression 
was used to find which of the variables were the most significant on a daily basis. 
Grid algebra was used to calculate the spatial distributions of fire probabilities 
using the parameters and data layers in the previous step using ARC/INFO version 7 .2.1 
installed on IBM RISC 6000 servers. Arc macro language ( runl) scripts were used within 
the ARCPLOT , GRID, ARCEDIT . and INFO modules to implement the procedures. 
Output displays used both ARCPLOT and ARCVIEW. 
The spatial distribution of fire likelihood areas were then compared with the 
subsequent days ' fire perimeters to evaluate if they could be used as a basis to identify 
likelihood areas for the next day. The theory was that areas of higher fire likelihood for 
the next day would exhibit similar conditions to areas burning the day before. The 
following sections describe each of these steps in greater detail. 
Data Preparation 
Fire Perimeters and Proximity 
Fire perimeter data for two fire seasons were gathered by analyzing two years of 
A VHRR satellite imagery. A layer describing the proximity to existing fires was derived 
from the perimeter data. 
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Satellite data were gathered for each day during the month of August in the fire 
seasons of 1994 and 2000 (Figures 6 & 7). Several NOAA AVHRR satellites were used 
including NOAA 10, NOAA 12 and NOAA 14. Images from these satellites are available 
twice daily, in the morning from approximately 6:00 to 10:00 a.m. and in the evening 
between 5:00 and 9:00 p.m.; however , for this study the images used were primarily early 
evening images. 
AVHRR Band 3, which detects fire activity, was separated from the images and 
converted into grids in a technique the Forest Services uses to map fire activity (Prevedel 
1995). Fires are identified on the grids and are retained , while all nonfire areas were 
changed to have values of nodata . For mapping purposes , the Forest Service converts the 
fire perimeters from grids into polygons and overlays them on cumulative burn maps, but 
for this study fire perimet~rs in the grid format were used. 
The fire perimeters were available for the summer of both years and extended 
across the western United States. Data were clipped to both the study area and to the 
study period. The proximity to existing fires layer was created by using the 
'eucallocation' command in GRID on the fire grids, which calculates the euclidian 
distance of every pixel from the closest pixel classified as burning (Figure 8). 
Topographic Data 
The slope, aspect and elevat iton layers were extracted from digital elevation 
models (DEMs) available through the USGS EROS Data Center which are part of a 
global DEM data set with a horizontal grid spacing of 30 arc seconds, providing 
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Figure 6. Cumulative fires , Aug ust 1994, derived.from AVHRR satellites. 
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Figure 7. Cumulative fires , August 2000, derivedfrom AVHRR satellites. 
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Figure 8. Example of distance from current fires , August 18, 2000. 
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continuous coverage having a resolution of 1 kilometer. The grids were projected into 
a Lambert projection and clipped to the study area. 
The elevation layer was read directly from the DEM and converted to feet for this 
analysis (Figure 9). 
Slope is represented as percent rise, as percent rise is better for making rate of 
spread calculations in wildfire analysis. This information was calculated in GRID using 
the SLOPE command with the option PERCENTRISE (Figure 10). 
Aspect was derived from the DEMs in GRID using the ASPECT command 
(Figure 11 ). 
Weather Data 
Weather data were obtained from the Utah Climate Center, Utah State University 
courtesy of Dr. Donald Jensen. Data came in the form of comma delimited ASCII files 
containing the station name, station number , latitude , longitude , elevation, year, month, 
day, maximum temperature, minimum temperature , mean temperature , and total 
precipitation . 
The weather data were gathered by a series of automated weather stations within 
and surrounding the study area . In 1994, climate data were gathered from 517 stations , 
and in 2000 data from 453 stations was obtained. Each day in the data set the station 
name, number. latitude and longitud1e, elevation, maximum temperature , minimum 
temperature , mean temperature , and total precipitation were recorded. To process the data 
it was imported into Microsoft Excel and separated into daily files. Weather stations 
reporting no-data were eliminated, yielding approximately 269 usable stations in 1994 
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and 203 stations in 2000 (Figures 12 & 13). Approximately 124 of the reporting 
stations are within the study area boundaries . Weather data derived from the files include 
maximum and minimum temperature , relative humidity , average vapor pressure deficit , 
and precipitation . The maximum and minimum temperature layers, as well as the 
precipitation layer , were obtained directly from the data set , while the humidity layers 
were approximated using both maximum and minimum temperature. 
Temperature 
To obtain a grid of the maximum temperature, the data needed to be extrapolated 
from a point format to a raster or grid format. Since the weather stations are located at a 
variety of elevations , the data was normalized to a common elevation before 
extrapolation. Daily maximum and minimum temperature values were calculated by 
finding the equivalent temperature values at sea level, using a lapse rate of 4° Fahrenheit 
drop per 1000 foot increase in elevation for maximum temperature , and 3° F drop per 
1000 foot increase in elevation for minimum temperature (equation 2 & 3): 
Maximum temperatme: Ts1 = Tws - (Ews* (-4/ 1000)) 
Minimum temperature: Ts1 = T ws - (Ews * (-3/1000)) 
(2) 
(3) 
where T51 is the temperature at sea level, T ws is the temperature at the weather station , 
and Ews is the elevation of the weather station. 
The 4 ° F drop in temperature corresponds to the average afternoon lapse rate 
measured in the Priest River Experin1ent Forest just north of the study area approximates 
the average temperature lapse rate defined as 3.s° F per 1000 ft (Boise Interagency Fire 
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Figure 12. Automated weather stations within the study area, 1994. 
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Figure 13. Automated weather stations within the study area, 2000. 
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Center 1981; Finklin 1983). The 3 ° F drop in temperature corresponds to the wet 
temperature lapse rate when air temperature has reached its saturation or dew point 
(Boise Interagency Fire Center 1981 ). 
42 
Once the weather data were normalized to sea level, they were extrapolated 
throughout the study area using inverse distance weighting (IDW) with the 12 closest 
weather stations, specifying an output resolution of 1 kilometer. The resulting grids were 
then converted from sea level back to the elevations of the original weather stations by 
reversing equations 2 & 3 (equation 4 & 5): 
Maximum temperatu re: Tg = T51 + (Eg * (-4/1000)) 
Minimum temperature: Tg = T51 + (Eg * (-3/1000)) 
(4) 
(5) 
where T g is the approximated temperature throughout the study area , T51 is the 
temperature grid at sea level , and Eg are the grid elevations of the study area from the 
DEMs. This information was calculated for each day of the study period to obtain the 
maximum and minimum temperature grids (Figures 14 & 15). 
Humidity 
Humidity is a measurement of the amount of water vapor in the air. It can be 
represented in terms of volume , partial pressure , or in a percentage of saturation (Brock 
and Richardson 2001). Measurement of humidity by automatic weather stations can be 
problematic due to constraints such as low cost , power consumption, and reliability 
(Brock and Richardson 2001). When relative humidity has not been recorded in the field, 
minimum temperature is often used in its place (Running , Nemani , and Hungerford 1987; 
Kimball , Running, and Nemani 1996; Thornton , Hasenauer, and White 2000). 
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Figure 15. Example of maximum temperature grid, August 18, 2000. 
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Daily humidity values were not recorded for the two fire seasons in the data set 
obtained from the Utah Climate Center but were estimated using two different 
methodologies . The first method to estimate humidity was to follow the procedure 
outlined by Thornton, in which humidity was expressed in terms of average daytime 
saturation vapor pressure deficit (Thornton, Running , and White 1997). This was 
accomplished using equations 6 - 8: 
VPD = es(Ta)-emin 
es(Ta) = 6.1078 exp[l 7.269 Ta / 237.3 +Ta] 
emin = 6.1078exp[l 7.269Tmin / 237.3 + Tmin] 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
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where e5(Ta) is the average saturated vapor pressure and emin is the ambient vapor 
pressure , Ta is the average daily temperature (defined as Ta = 0.606 Tmax + 0.394 
Tmin) , Tmin is the minimum daily 1temperature (a substitution for the dew point 
temperature) and Trnax is the maximum daily temperature (Murray 1967; Thornton, 
Running , and White 1997). Average vapor pressure deficit grids were created on a daily 
basis within the study period using the above equations and the maximum and minimum 
temperature grids (Figure 16). 
The second method used to estimate humidity was to express it in terms of 
relative humidity. Relative humidity is defined as the ratio of the actual vapor pressure 
compared to the saturation vapor pressure (Brock and Richardson 2001 ). Fire related 
studies often use relative humidity rather than vapor pressure deficit in determining fire 
danger. To make the calculations, equations of Murray (1967) were used to calculate the 
ambient water vapor pressure and the saturation water vapor pressure at the time of 
maximum temperature ( equation 9 & 10). Ambient water vapor pressure was ~alculated 
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Figure 16. Example of average daytime vapor pressure deficit grid, August 18, 2000. 
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using the minimum temperature ( equation 9) . Minimum temperature has been used as 
a surrogate for the dew point temperature, and therefore was used to calculate the 
ambient water vapor pressure. If an air parcel is cooled at constant pressure until 
condensation occurs, then the ambient water vapor would remain unchanged and would 
be equal to the dew point temperature (Brock and Richardson 2001 ). Equations 9 & 10 
are expressed as : 
emin = 6.1078exp[ 17 .269Tmin / 23 7.3 + Tmin ] 
emax = 6.1078exp[l 7.269Trna x ' 237.3 + Trnax] 
(9) 
(10) 
where emin represents the ambient water vapor pres sure, and emax represents the saturated 
water vapor pressure at the maximum temperature . The relative humidity was then 
calculated as a percentage by using the ratio of thes e two values and multiplying the 
results by 100 ( equation 11 ) : 
rh = 100 ( emax / emin ) (11) 
The daily relative humidity grids were also created on a daily basis. (Figure 17). 
Humidity layers from both methods were used in the stepwise regression , but in 
retrospect only one , relative humidity , should have been considered . Of the two , relative 
humidity is used more often in fire analysis in the field and laboratory and is more 
commonly understood and therefore would be the logical choice. 
Precipitation 
The precipitation layers were produced from the same weather point files 
obtained from the Utah Climate Center. Precipitation recorded at the weather stations 
were converted into grid using an inverse distance weighting (IDW) method with the 12 
closest weather stations and specifying an output resolution of 1 kilometer. This was the 
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Figure 17. Example of relative humidity grid, August 18, 2000. 
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same method employed by Burgan to extrapolate weather data into a raster format 
from point data (Burgan, Klaver, and Klaver 1998). This procedure was repeated for each 
day using the precipitation recorded! at the automatic weather stations (Figure 18). 
This method has admitted problems, but if the data set is relatively dense and 
station locations are located at varied elevations , distance weighting techniques are 
usable. Simple inverse distance weighting techniques have the advantage of being easy 
to calculate; however , topographic effects are not accounted for (Burgan, Klaver, and 
Klaver 1998). Generally, precipitation will increase with elevation (Phillips, Dolph, and 
Marks 1992). Some studies have regressed precipitation against elevation or used kriging 
techniques (Thornton, Running, andl White 1997), which work relatively well when 
annual (i.e. monthly or yearly) preciipitation measurements are used and every station 
point is assumed to have some accumulation of precipitation. These methods did not 
work on a daily basis due to the sporadic nature of precipitation. Few of the 
approximately 200 weather stations used recorded precipitation on any given day and so 
when regression methods were tried, the resulting data layer was smoothed beyond 
usefulness , and when kriging was tested , the proper kriging technique or options could 
not be determined. 
Vegetation 
To represent vegetation in the study area, a combination of layers describing 
relevant vegetation characteristics were created , including I-hour fuel moisture , 10-hour 
fuel moisture, and fuel types. 
The first two layers represented 1-hour and 10-hour fuel moistures. These layers 
were used because 1- and 10-hour fuels carry the fire to the larger sized fuels. These 
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Figure 18. Example of precipitation grid, August 18, 2000. 
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layers also change on a day-to-day basis. They were derived for each day of the study 
period using the available daily weather data (temperature, relative humidity, and cloud 
cover) and I-hour and 10-hour fuel moisture tables (Fosberg and Deeming 1971; Burgan, 
Klaver , and Klaver 1998) (Figures 19 & 20). Ideally 10-hour fuel sticks would be 
examined and vegetation samples would be gathered throughout the study area and study 
period. However, given the size of the study area and the objective to use readily 
available data for this study, gathering ground samples would not have been practical or 
possible. 
A third layer represents the fuel type. Fuel type was calculated as a function of 
fuel models and slope. The fuel model was taken from the National Fire Danger Rating 
(NFDR) data set that extends across the continental United States with a resolution of 1 
kilometer (Figure 21 ). The_ slope was derived from DEMs . 
Predominant fuel types found within the forests in the study region belong to 
NFDR fuel models G and H, which correspond to the fire behavior fuel models 10 and 8 
(Anderson 1982), and represent decadent short needle conifer stands and healthy short 
needle conifer stands , respectively (Table 5) . Conifer stands of fuel model Gare often 
dense stands with heavy accumulations of downed woody material on the forest floor. 
Litter is deep , and the majority of the downed fuels have a diameter greater than 1 inch. 
Forest canopy is generally closed; however, there are occurrences of openings due to 
downed material. Accumulations of fuels in over mature stands are often a result of 
natural damage from insects , disease, and some harvesting. The conifer stands of fuel 
model H contain variable accumulations of fuels on the forest floor and the build up of 
downed woody material is generally light. Litter is dense but shallow (Deeming et al. 
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Table 5. NFDR Fuel Models Found Within the Study Area 
NFDR Fuel Description 
Model 
A 
C 
F 
G 
H 
Western annualls, grasslands 
Open ponderosa pine stands with grass 
Intermediate brush 
Decadent short needle conifer stands , 
heavy loading ground fuels 
Healthy short needle conifer stands, light 
loading ground fuels 
L Western perem1ial grassland 
Agriculture Agriculture 
R Hardwood litter 
S Tundra 
T Perennial grass and brush, sagebrush 
Source: Anderson 1982. 
Corresponding Fire 
Behavior Fuel Model 
1 
2 
6 
10 
8 
8 
1 
2 
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1974). Fires in fuel model H typically spread through the ground litter. Other NFDR fuel 
models found within the study area include fuel model C, open ponderosa pine and 
grasses, fuel model L, western perennial grassland, and T, sagebrush with grass. The 
primary carriers of fire in these models are grasses and herbaceou s plants on the floor 
(Deeming et al. 1974). 
Creating the fuel type layer used a technique similar to that used by Chuvieco and 
Salas ( 1996) in which a pseudo fire danger index based on rate of spread was created. 
This method has the advantage of identifying areas of varying fire potential for a fire 
even though the physical conditions may be similar. For example, grasslands would 
exhibit a higher rate of spread than conifer stands due to the increased amount of fine 
fuels (I-hour and I 0-hour fuels) found within that environment. 
The fuel type layer was based on the potential rate of spread of a fire assuming no 
wind. Fuel types were derived for each day through a series of tables that gave the rate of 
spread for each fuel model for increasing values of dead fuel moisture (Boise Interagency 
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Fire Center 1981 ). The daily values for the dead fuel moisture were the 1-hour fuel 
moistures. Using these values, a base rate of spread was determined for each fuel model 
throughout the study area. This base potential rate of spread as determined by the fuel 
models and the differing dead fuel moistures assumed conditions of no slope or wind. 
These values can change due to increasing slope and/or wind. A slope correction table is 
available for each of the fuel models and was incorporated using the slope layer to 
determine the slope correction factors that were added to the base rate of spread layer 
(Boise Interagency Fire Center 1981 ). Wind was not considered in this study due to its 
unpredictable nature and due to the fact that fire likelihood for any given area was being 
examined, not how a particular fire will behave as it spreads. Results for the rate of 
spread used here are conservative in that they did not include a wind correction factor; 
however , they did provide a good ir1dication of the minimum rates of spread possible 
throughout the study area on a daily basis (Figure 22). 
Data Analysis 
ASCII sample files were created of the variables on a daily basis consisting of 
subsets of the data within the study area which were extracted to create a data set with 
proportional observations of fire and nonfire pixels using GRIDs 'sample' command 
(Appendix A). 
Each day's data set was first tested for redundancy using the 'collin ' procedure in 
SAS. This analyzed the proportion of variation between the explanatory variables and 
gave a condition index that indicated the degree of collinearity between them (Freund and 
Littell, 2000). Indexes ranging from 30 to 100 show strong collinearity , and indexes over 
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100 indicate serious collinearity problems. Each day's data set was subject to this 
procedure, removing the variables with the highest proportion of variation until the 
condition indexes had a value under 30. 
A backward, stepwise, logistical regression was then run to determine which of 
the remaining variables were to be used in the final model for each day. Results of 
running the regression produced the value of the coefficient and the associated p-value 
for each variable. Variables with p-values that did not meet the .05 significance criterion 
were dropped until only the significant variables remained. 
The resulting parameters were employed via grid algebra to map the spatial 
distribution of fire probabilities on a daily basis . Histograms of fire probability values 
within and without the fire perimeters were compared to determine the effectiveness of 
the predictions . 
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RESULTS 
Determining Significant Variables on a Daily Basis 
Analysis Using All Variables 
The first objective was to determine which of the 12 variables were the most 
significant on any given day. To make this determination . ~ used the 2000 data set and 
initially included slope, aspect , elevation , fuel type, proximity to existing fires, maximum 
temperature, minimum temperature , relative humidity , average vapor pressure deficit, 
precipitation, I-hour fuel moisture, and I 0- hour fuel moisture. 
After testing for multicollinearity and running a logistical regression on the 2000 
data set, the proximit y to fire variable was the only significant variable for all 30 days . 
Precipitation was significant on eight of the 30 days (Table 6). This result is not in itself 
surprising , considering the areas that have the greatest likelihood of burning would 
logicall y be areas around currently burning fires. This point was further made evident 
when the coefficients were used in grid algebra to calculate the probability of fire for 
each cell. Including the proximity to fire layer tended to minimize the importance of all 
other variables . The end result is that only the areas immediately surrounding the current 
fires are classified as having a very high probability of burning while all other areas have 
essentially 0 probability for fire activity. This applied both to the current day 's fires and 
the following day's fires (Figure 23). 
Analysis Excluding Fire Proximity 
Since a major objective of this study was to identify areas that exhibit similar 
conditions as locations that are burning on a given day, the analysis was repeated without 
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Table 6. Significant Variables With Coefficients (Including Proximity) 2000 
Data Set 
Day Sle Ase Elev Fuel Type Prox.imity Tm, Tmn Peen Rh Aved I hr 10 hr 
I 6.0576 -0.00517 
3 6.0747 -0 00496 
4 5.5076 -000288 
5 6.6217 -0.00256 
6 6.4540 -0.00227 
7 7.9136 -0.00802 
8 6.0561 -0.00634 -9825.4 
9 6.2725 -0.00496 
10 6.1967 -0.00329 
II 5.3778 -0.00179 
12 6.3982 -0.00333 
13 7.7526 -0.00580 
14 6.3641 -0.00334 
15 6.8641 -0 00497 
16 7.1878 -0.00780 
17 7.3110 -0.00750 
18 7.4887 -0.00794 2967.4 
19 6.8425 -0.00833 
20 5.4125 -0.0020') 46867.0 
21 6.9310 -0.00389 
22 6.86 17 -0.00838 
23 6.6817 -0.00620 69141.3 
24 4.8507 -. 1454 -0.00124 
25 6.9569 -0.00544 3364.3 
26 6.2993 -0.00674 
27 6.8237 -0.00803 42118 .3 
28 5.6574 -0.00566 1371.6 
29 5.6972 -0.00468 
30 6.3671 -0.00751 24556.8 
3 1 4.8146 -0.00553 
the 'proximity to existing fires' layer. Results show that the remaining significant 
variables differed on a daily basis (Tables 7 & 8). 
The remaining variables yield a relationship of environmental conditions 
correlating to fire through a general logistic relationship. Recall equation 1: 
Pa = [EXP (Ua)} I [I + EXP (Ua)} (1) 
where Ua = /Jo + /J,X, + /J2X2 + ... /JnXn-U is the dependent variable, /Jo is the intercept, 
the Xs are the explanatory (independent) variables, and /Jn is the estimated parameter for 
each variable X (Chou 1997). 
Fire probability for each day for each 1 km2 grid cell was calculated using the 
significant explanatory variables from Tables 7 and 8 in equation 1. For example, on 
August 18, 2000, the significant variables remaining on that day after removing 
redundant variables and running a stepwise logistical regression were slope, elevation , 
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Table 7. Significant Variables With Coeffic ients (Excluding Proximity) 1994 
Data Set 
Dar Sle Ase Elev Fuel Tre e Tm, Tmn Pc~n Rh Ave!! I hr 10 hr 
6 1.2309 000232 0000195 .() 3190 - I 4716 
7 0.5909 0 00313 0000 132 .(J.2308 -1108.3 · I 0 196 
8 4 7725 004 11 0 00 155 .() 2496 -862 2 -0 2378 
9 7.39 12 00306 .() 0747 -0 00265 -1 5048 
10 4 8419 0 0373 000 168 .() 1980 -0 00635 
11 -7 2243 0000687 -02 0676 
12 -2 6560 00691 0000223 .(J 1128 -32 3433 
13 -9.8640 000183 0000666 .() 2254 -502 9 I 1539 
14 -0 1742 00523 0000227 .(J.2754 -265.3 -0 9236 
15 2.5686 0.00289 -0.0869 -16668 
16 -0 4419 00573 -0 1627 -0 5638 
17 0.2381 00432 0.00202 -0 1999 -0 7979 
18 -7 24 14 
19 4.3595 00463 -000029 -00815 -0.2046 
20 2.3490 0.0357 .() 1027 -5864 5 -076 16 
21 1.7856 0.0537 -0.00015 .().0466 -45 11.1 -0.6853 
22 13 4402 0.0802 -0 00071 .(J 1665 - 16 16 8 -2 1259 
23 -7.2489 0.0434 .()_ 1804 00843 - 1072 6 0.8223 
24 -2.0005 0.067 1 .().1514 
25 -0.2814 0.0753 -0.00023 .() 1414 
26 -0 8124 0.05 11 .(). 1685 -0.3274 
27 - 1 8093 00586 .(1.1336 
28 -0.9634 0.0740 .(1.0953 -1513.0 -0 00080 0.2934 
29 0 8583 00677 -1.2438 
30 -0. 7779 0.0882 .(I 0338 -0 6206 
31 1.2773 008 70 -0 0642 -1.0323 
* No precipitation recorded in study area for these days 
Table 8. Sig_n[ficant Variables With Coefficients (Excluding Proximity) 2000 Data Set 
Da! Sle Ase Elev Fue!T~ Tm, Tmn Peen Rh Ave!! I hr 10 hr 
I 3 169 1 0035 1 -0 000 14 -0 0495 -I 0314 
3 -0 1502 0 0384 0000 158 -0.0426 -292.6 1.2 16 1 
4 
-2.4024 00562 -0.00436 0000 141 -82 6392 
5 .5340 00412 -0.00 174 -0.00009 -0.2630 
6 09280 00523 -0 00019 -0 7403 
7 40606 00284 -1 4427 
8 -1 808 00378 -0 00009 -0 0251 
9 -1 1076 00265 -0.0473 -2075 4 
10 -2 5546 00429 -000013 -3 I 7880 -0 2752 
11 0 1168 00400 00368 -0 3827 
12 30250 00465 -0001 12 -0 00009 -739 9 - I 1411 
13 I 1925 00581 -0 00135 -0 000 15 -0 4625 
14 3 0375 00438 -0 0013 1 -1 4803 
15 -1 3980 00569 -0 00007 0000067 
16 -1 5615 00460 0000069 00191 
17 5 5948 00402 -0 00305 - I 2669 
18 4 3594 00432 0000 195 -2946 5 -0 2723 
19 44007 00532 -1334 -0 00229 -0 9913 
20 0 3750 00627 -0 5443 
21 0 5028 00786 -0 0446 -0 4620 
22 3 4684 003 15 -0 00472 
23 - I 9483 00315 -0 00 109 -0 000122 -006 15 
24 -5 6026 00465 -0 0754 042 10 
25 3 7360 004 19 -0 00 13 1 19.3055 -0 00350 -0.2355 
26 54905 00215 -000 110 00293 -1674 7 -0003 19 -0 6603 
27 6.2964 00529 -0 00149 -0 0027 I -I 3223 
28 -0 4500 00606 -0 000258 0.0333 -0 8841 
29 2.4743 00535 -0.0380 -0.4480 
30 2 7927 00481 -0 00206 -0 1811 
31 -3.3801 0.0454 0 00301 
* No precipitation recorded in study area for these days 
relative humidity , and precipitation (Table 9). The 95% confidence intervals for each of 
the variables are presented in Table 10. Using the variable coefficients on the grids of the 
entire data set for August 18, 2000 yielded a fire likelihood probability grid with values 
ranging from Oto 95.4% with a mean probability of 33.7% (Figure 24). The lower bound 
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had probability levels from Oto 69.7% with a mean of9.7% , and the upper 
bound ranged from Oto 99.6% with a mean of 60.2 %. This procedure was repeated every 
day for the entire data set of 1994 and 2000 using the grids of the daily significant 
variables as determined by the logistical regression and the formula above in grid algebra. 
The result was each pixel within the grids contained a probability for fire based on the 
conditions and characteristics found within that day's fire perimeters (Figures 28 - 33, 
Appendix B). Using the 95% confidence intervals, lower and upper bounds were also 
created for the 1994 and 2000 data sets (Figures 34 - 45, Appendix C). 
Overall , the series of grids indicated a probability ranging between 0 and 97% that 
any given cell would be affected by fire depending on the daily conditions. Table 11 
summarizes the number of fire cells recorded daily, the minimum, maximum , and mean 
probabilities for fire per pixel calculated for the entire study area for the years 1994 and 
2000 . The minimum, maximum and mean probabilities give some insight on the fire 
likelihood throughout the study area based on the current physical conditions on the daily 
Table 9. Sign!ficant Variablesfor August 18, 2000 
Parameter Coeffidents 
Intercept 4.3594 
Slope 0.0432 
Elevation 0.000195 
Relative humidity -0.2723 
Precipitation -2946 .5 
Table 10. Sign(ficant Variables and Confidence lntervalsfor August 18, 2000 
Parameter Coefficients 95% Confidence Limits 
Intercept 4.3594 3.5178 5.2011 
Slope 0.0432 0.0309 0.0554 
Elevation 0.000195 0.000130 0.000260 
Relative humidity -0.2723 -0.3043 -0.2404 
Precipitation -2946.5 -4299.8 -1593.3 
0 40 
0 40 BO 
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Figure 24. Fire likelihood probabilities , excluding proximity layer, August 18, 2000. 
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basis. Increasing the fire activity tended to increase the overall probabilities . 
For example, compare a very active fire day, August 18, 2000, to a day where there was 
little fire activity, August 4, 2000. For August 4, the range of fire probability was Oto 
73.2% with a mean of 6.8%. For August 18, every cell within the study area had a rated 
probability level for fire to occur ranging between O and 95.4% and a mean probability of 
33.7% that cells would burn. 
Using Current Fire Likelihood Probabilities for the Subsequent Day 
The second objective of the study was to determine if the fire likelihood areas 
produced on a given day could be used to identify fire likelihood areas for the next day. 
Each day ' s fire likelihood map was used to identify the next day's fire likelihood areas. 
The results are summarized through a series of histograms labeled columns I, II, and III 
Table 11. Minimum and Maximum Probabilities Found Throughout the Study Area 
Numbf'f" M1nuaum Maximum Mean Num~r Minimum Muimum Mean 
Day of firt" C'dls prnbabilit } probability probability of fire cell s probability probability probability 
1994 1'1'>4 1994 1994 2000 2000 2000 2000 
Aug] 467 0 9 15 222 
Aug4 Ill 0 732 068 
Aug 5 307 030 750 173 
Aug6 88 (0 &67 055 182 004 686 I I~ 
Aug 7 2 14 0 674 121 1190 002 938 424 
Aug8 471 0 901 196 896 228 808 395 
Aug 9 6 14 001 895 245 434 0 568 234 
Aug 10 IQI (o 806 096 346 0 9 18 170 
Aug 11 32 0 434 02 1 282 018 948 161 
Aug 12 284 0 827 150 618 0 929 282 
Aug 13 286 () 9 17 094 748 ().17 9 16 328 
Aug 14 199 0 790 I08 742 0 913 297 
Aug 15 233 0 882 133 863 085 845 210 
Aug 16 206 l) 684 121 829 200 970 365 
Aug 17 227 0 695 130 641 0 877 272 
Aug 18 I 1334 0 954 .337 
Aug 19 301 W I 773 167 629 0 920 275 
Aug 20 208 (I &63 113 355 004 855 197 
Aug 21 330 0 868 156 339 003 900 190 
Aug22 176 0 935 ().15 597 003 870 26 1 
Aug 23 24:! () 856 124 442 006 685 .238 
Aug 24 273 (I 8 10 152 143 0 .664 089 
Aug 25 442 0 900 2 15 584 004 990 .250 
Aug26 259 (I 678 149 1003 0 962 343 
Aug 27 31 1 0 768 174 658 006 939 279 
Aug28 537 0 95 1 2 16 437 .0 14 923 .2 18 
Aug29 120 0 8 16 074 202 .004 688 .123 
Aug JO 1&6 002 900 097 246 002 811 137 
Au~31 259 0 938 135 146 .033 604 .095 
Dashes signify days where no fire activity was recorded due to cloud cover and/or light 
fire activity . 
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(Appendix D). Histogram I represents the number of pixels vs. probability of 
the entire study region for the current day. Histogram II represents the number of pixels 
vs. probability within current day's fire perimeters. Histogram III represents number of 
pixels within the next day' s fire perimeters using the previous day ' s probability map. See 
Figure 25 for an example of the histograms for August 17 and 18, 2000. The daily 
histograms for the rest of the study period (1994 and 2000) are summarized in Figures 46 
- 52, (Appendix D). 
Histograms of the Entire Study Area 
Histograms produced using the entire data sets show that the majority of the 
pixels fall in areas of low probabilit y, skewing the histogram towards the lower 
probabilities (Appendix D, column I). As the probability level increases , the number of 
pixels in each category decreases. The skewed nature of the histograms was expected due 
to the fact that when compared to the entire data set, only a few of the cells within the 
study area would be burning on any given day. 
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Figure 25. Fire probability histogram s for August 17 and 18, 2000. 
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Probability Histograms 
for the Current Day 
The second histogram represents the distribution of probability pixels within the 
fire perimeters for the current day (Appendix D, column II). The histograms show that 
there are greater proportions of pixels in the higher probability categories compared to 
the proportions of pixels in higher probabilities in the histograms of the entire study area 
(column I). Generally, the histograms had either a normal distribution or a slightly right 
skewed relationship , with more fire: occurring in areas of higher probability. See August 
17 and 18, 2000 (figure 25,above) . These types of distribution were expected since the 
fire perimeters were used as the dependent variable in the analysis . 
Note that there is some variability in the distribution of the probability pixels and 
not all occur in higher probability categories. When fires become large enough , they can 
influence the surrounding conditions that may have normally had lower probability 
levels. Once fires ignite, they can continue to burn as long as there is fuel, heat , and 
oxygen available , and the fuel moisture hasn't reached moisture of extinction levels. With 
this situation , fires would continue to burn in areas that may have initially had a lower 
probability for fire based on the conditions , as the mechanism for their burning at this 
point is relatively independent of weather conditions and the like. Furthermore , in cases 
of extreme fire activity , firestorms and conflagrations may occur. In these cases, fires 
become very large, exhibiting strong flaming fronts and can create their own weather. 
Actual conditions of the area affected may play a lesser role as the fire creates its own 
conditions. Areas that may normally have a low probability for fire could end up burning 
regardless of the initial conditions and fire likelihood probabilities determined from them. 
August 17 -19, 2000 is an example ofthis occurrence. 
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Probability Histograms 
for the Subsequent Day 
The third column of histograms represents the distribution of probabilities of 
pixels within the subsequent day fire perimeters using the previous day's fire 
probabilities (Appendix D, column III). 
Results show that there is a greater proportion of pixels of higher probability than 
is seen in the histogram of the entire study area (column I), and the distributions of the 
pixels resemble the distributions seem in the histograms frl the current day's fire 
perimeters ( column II) . The histograms continue to have either an apparent normal 
distribution or a slightly right skewed relationship , with more fire occurring in areas of 
higher probability. 
There is still variability in the distribution of the probabilities in pixels as 
described in the histograms of the current day' s fire activity (column II). Not all of the 
pixels from the subsequent day ' s fire perimeters fall into higher categories using the 
previous day ' s fire likelihood probability map . 
In summary , examining columns II and III reveal that the shapes and distributions 
of the histograms for both the current day ' s pixels and subsequent day's pixels within the 
fire burn perimeters are very similar for most days and occur in areas of higher 
probability of burning . This indicates that the current day ' s fire likelihood areas can be 
used as an indication for the next day's likelihood areas with a reasonable level of 
accuracy. 
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Creating a Generalized Predictive Tool 
The final objective was to adapt the models that were developed for determining 
the significant variables on a daily basis in the previous sections to create a generalized 
predictive model that fits for both years using the fewest and most frequent significant 
variables. In this part of the analysis, new fire starts were examined to determine whether 
they occurred in areas of higher fire probabilities. 
Developing the Generalized Mod1el 
As evident from Tables 7 arid 8, there was some variability in the number of 
significant variables from day to day. Also, the methods used to create Tables 7 and 8 
only reflect days where there were fires burning. 
Comparing Tables 7 and 8, a consistent pattern emerged as to which variables 
proved most significant (Table 12). Slope, 1-hour fuel moisture, fuel type, and elevation 
were always in the top 5, but not in the same order of significance. Slope, 1-hour fuel 
moisture , and elevation always occurred in that order of significance. Average vapor 
pressure deficit, 10-hour fuel moisture , relative humidity , and minimum and maximum 
temperatures were always in the bottom 5, and in that order of significance. Aspect and 
precipitation fluctuated, but remained in the top 6 remaining variables . 
The average number of variables remaining in Tables 7 and 8 after testing for 
multicollinearity and running the logistical regression was 3.5 and 3. 76. From this it was 
inferred that 4 variables would adequately describe the correlation between fire 
perimeters and the topographic and environmental conditions (3.5 and 3.76 round up to 
4). The top four fixed variables common to both years were slope, 1-hour fuel moisture, 
Table 12. Order of Significanc e of Variables.for 1994 and 2000 
1994: 2000: 
1- fuel type 
2- slope 
3- 1 hr fuel moisture 
4- precipitation 
5- elevation 
6- aspect 
7- average vapor pressure deficit 
8- 10-hr fuel moisture 
9- relative humidity 
10- minimum temperature 
11- maximum temperature 
1- slope 
2- 1 hr fuel moisture 
3- elevation 
4- aspect 
5- fuel type 
6- precipitation 
7- average vapor pressure deficit 
8- 10-hr fuel moisture 
9- relative humidity 
10- minimum temperature 
11- maximum temperature 
fuel type , and elevation; these were selected as the four variables to use. 
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The same ASCII sample files created for the analysis of the first objective were 
subject to a logistical regression using only the four variables , and the resulting 
coefficients were averaged over the study period ofl 994 and 2000 (Table 13). Using the 
estimates from column 1 of Table 13, the probability for any day can be calculated 
assuming some continuity in the conditions throughout the study period of the fire 
seasons . The results are presented in series of plots (Figures 53 - 58, Appendix E) and 
histograms (Figures 59 - 66, Appendices F) that summarize the number of pixels for each 
probability level. The coefficients for the upper and lower bounds using the four-variable 
model were calculated for each day, but not plotted. 
Fire Likelihood Plots for the Standard Model 
The spatial distributions of fire likelihood probabilities using the four-variable 
model are presented in Appendix E. If one reads each day's map like a movie frame 
looking at each day in succession, one will see a much smoother transition from frame to 
frame as 
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Table 13. Average Coefficients and Confidence Intervals.for 1994 and 2000 
Variable Average Estimate Lower bound Upper bound 
Intercept 0.309524 -0.65659 1.275641 
Slope 0.050281 0.032633 0.067919 
Elevation 0.0000 I 9 -0.000 I 00 -0.000084 
Fuel type -0.091471 -0.136794 -0.046122 
I-hour fuel moisture -0.645033 -0.867921 -0.405402 
compared to the plots in appendix B, where the variables used in the model differ day to 
day. This is because the four-variable model standardized the conditions used to 
determine fire likelihood probabilities and are less subject to the fire activities of a 
particular day. For example, fire likelihood probability can be seen increasing from 
August 12 to 19, 2000. Some of the most significant fire activity in 2000 occurred during 
this time frame. A similar sequence can be seen from August 4 to 9, 1994. These plots 
indicate that the fire likelihood probabilities on a given day can be used as indications of 
likelihood areas for the next day. 
Generalized Model Histograms 
A series of 3 histograms summarize the results of the generalized model in 
Appendix Fin a way consistent witlh the histograms in Appendix D (where the model 
variables differed on a daily basis). The columns labeled I, II, and III represent fire 
likelihood probabilities within the entire study area ( column I), fire likelihood 
probabilities within the current fire perimeters ( column II), and the current fire likelihood 
probabilities within the next day ' s fire perimeters (column III). As an example, 
histograms in Figure 26 for August 17 and 18, 2000 use the generalized, four-variable 
model. See Appendix F for the histograms for the rest of the study period . 
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Figure 26. Fire probability histograms for August 17 and 18, 2000 using the generalized 
four-variabl e model. 
Histograms of the Entire Study Area 
Histograms of fire likelihood probabilities for the entire study area using the 
generalized four-variable model show that the majority of the pixels still fall in areas of 
lower probability (Appendix F, column I). These histograms are less skewed than they 
were when the number of significant variables differed on a daily basis (Appendix D, 
column I). This was due to the standardization of the model , giving a comparatively poor 
fit on any given day but giving a better fit for the study period as a whole. Overall , the 
distribution of the pixels continue to decrease as the probability levels increase. 
Probability Histograms for the Current Day 
The second histogram represents the distribution of probability pixels within the 
fire perimeters for the current day using the generalized model (Appendix F, column II). 
These histograms show that there are greater proportions of pixels in the higher 
probability categories compared to the proportions of pixels in higher probabilities in the 
entire study area (Appendix F, column I). The histograms generally had a normal 
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distribution or a slightly skewed relationship. Once again , the higher proportion 
of pixels occurring in areas of highe:r fire probabilities was expected since the fire 
perimeters were used as the dependent variable in the analysis. 
The higher proportions of pixels within burn perimeters can also be seen by using 
a chart to group the number of pixels by probability in the entire study area, current fire 
perimeters , and the next day's fire perimeters using the current day's fire likelihood 
probability. See Table 14 using August 18, 2000 as an example . 
Table 14. Number of Pixels and Percentages for August 18, 2000. Note the percent of 
pixels within the current and subsequent fire perimeters are greater in areas of higher 
probability 
Day Fire Pixels within Pixels within Pixels within Subsequent 8-18-00 Probability Study Area Current Perimeters perimeters 
10 21781 10 7 
20 . 31012 67 31 
30 28639 232 114 
40 25866 295 138 
50 15653 334 167 
60 8412 218 75 
70 3364 125 65 
80 866 51 30 
90 57 1 I 
8-18-00 Probability Percent Percent Percent 
10 16 0 I 
20 23 5 4 
30 21 17 18 
40 19 22 21 
50 12 25 26 
60 6 16 11 
70 2 9 10 
80 1 3 4 
90 0 0 0 
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Probability Histograms 
for the Subsequent Day 
The third column histogram from the generalized model represents the 
distribution of probability pixels within the subsequent day fire perimeters using the 
previous day's fire probabilities from the generalized model (Appendix F, column III). 
There is again a greater proportion of pixels of higher probability than is seen in the 
histogram of the entire study area (Appendix F, column I). These distributions strongly 
resemble the distributions seen in column II, indicating that the conditions on a given day 
can be used to identify fire likelihood areas for the next day with a reasonable level of 
accuracy. 
Identifying Likelihood Areas Whf~re 
New Fire Starts Occur 
The next step was to determine to what extent new fire starts began in areas of 
higher fire probability. Fire perimeters that began 3 kilometers or more from current or 
previous fire conditions were considered a new fire. This was done to account for error 
from possible mis-alignments of satellite registration as well as to reduce the possibility 
of the fire merely being a continuation of an existing fire or spot fires from existing 
burns. 
Throughout the study period there were several days when no fire starts were 
detected. This does not necessarily indicate that fire activity was light. In several 
instances when this occurred, fire activity was high, but the fire activity primarily took 
place in areas that were already burning. 
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Additionally , on the days where new starts were detected, there were 
only a few days where the data sets yielded samples large enough to be useful. Most, if 
not all, new fires occurred as either a single pixel or a limited number of new fires giving 
the total number of new fire pixels less than 100 and sometimes less than 10 pixels. 
Sometimes these new fires occurred in low probability areas . See August 25, 2000 
(Figure 27) as an example. 
Given these considerations, throughout the fire season of 1994 and 2000 there 
were only about 17 days where there were a significant number of pixels (greater than 
10) of new fires recorded that could be considered. The fire probability grids created 
using the estimates from Table 13 were then compared to new fire starts, and results are 
summarized as a series of histograms (Figure 27). These histograms show that overall the 
new fire occurred in areas of moderate fire likelihood probabilities and very few occurred 
in areas with a low probability ; this gives evidence that this methodology has some value 
as a general predictive tool. 
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DISCUSSION 
Overview of Results 
This study examined the correlation between daily fire burn perimeters, to several 
explanatory variables at a l kilometer resolution, slope, aspect, elevation, fuel types , 
proximity to existing fires, maximum temperature, minimum temperature, relative 
humidity, average vapor pressure deficit, precipitation, one hour fuel moisture, and ten 
hour fuel moisture. A stepwise logistic regression was run for each day fires were 
present, redundant variables were removed, and the significant variables that best 
explained the fire activity were identified. 
There is clearly a significant correlation between burn perimeters and several 
topographic and environmental factors , and these factors can be useful predictors of what 
burns on a subsequent day. While tlhese factors changed from day to day, the most 
significant variables tended to be slope, elevation, fuel types, and I-hour fuel moisture . 
Incorporating the four most significant factors into a single regression yielded a model 
that was able to predict new fire starts with some level of success . 
The usefulness of using a logistical regression to find the correlation between fire 
perimeters and the topographic and environmental conditions is that it provides insight 
into variables playing the greatest role in fire activity on any given day. Results of the 
regression produce coefficients that indicate the weight each variable in the model 
carries. These coefficients , applied to the values of each pixel for each variable yields the 
probability each pixel has for burning. Lower probabilities of burning were interpreted as 
lower fire likelihood and higher probabilities as higher fire likelihood. This is an 
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improvement over previously cited GIS methods that used apparently arbitrary weight 
for variables to calculate fire poten tial. When mapped over space and time, the 
distribution of low and high fire probabilities (likelihood areas) can be identified 
throughout the study area. 
An evaluation of this model is seen in the shapes of the histograms comparing the 
distribution of pixels of fire probability both within and without fire perimeters. The 
pixels for the entire study area generally produce histograms highly skewed toward lower 
probability , which is reflective of the fact that the majority of the study area does not 
burn on any given day , and that the areas that are burning posess a distinct combination 
of factors. The histograms of pixels within the current and subsequent fire perimeters 
generally contain significantly higher proportions of pixels in the higher probability 
ranges. 
When the model is calculated for individual days , the significant variables that 
most explain fire activity at that scale are identified. When mapped spatially and over a 
series of subsequent days during the fire season, insight is gained into the processes that 
affect fire behavior over time. Due to the variability in conditions on any given day , this 
method is not especially useful as a predictive tool. 
Generalizing the model into a standard four-variable model produced results that 
were less precise for any given day, but is much more useful as a predictive tool , with 
potential use as a strategic tool for planning purposes and resource allocation. Most 
importantly , once the 4 variables are identified , fire likelihood areas can be identified in 
the absence of active fires, or when c:loud cover masks fire activity. 
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Data Considerations 
Significant Variables 
When the regression was run for individual days during the study period , the 
stepwise regression consistently settled on four significant variables that explained the 
presence of fire at this scale. This does not mean that the other variables did not 
contribute to fire activity, only that at the scale of this study their effects were subsumed 
by other variables. 
The four variables that were consistently significant for the models of individual 
days were slope, elevation, fuel typi~s, and 1-hour fuel moisture. A little reflection 
explains why they were more likely to remain in the model. 
Slope 
Slope contributes to preheating of fuels ahead of the flaming front. Pre-heating of 
the fuels drives out fuel moisture , reducing the time it takes for the fuels to reach the 
point of ignition. Higher slopes have a greater effect on this process. Much of the fire 
activity that took place in the study period occurred in areas of greater slope, such as 
canyons. 
Elevation 
Elevation remained , probably because higher elevations are more subject to 
lightning strikes (fire risks) due to orngraphic thunderstorms that develop over the 
mountains. The study area displays a wide range of topographic variability, and when a 
moist , unstable air mass is forced over the mountains , cumulus clouds form and can 
rapidly develop into thunderheads. Much of the fire activity that took place in the 
study period was a result of lightning strikes from thunderstorms. 
Fuel types 
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Vegetation is the fuel that burns, so inclusion of fuel types in the model is not 
surprising. Different types of vegetation exhibit varying characteristics that contribute to 
fire behavior. In this analysis , fuel type was the variable that encapsulated all vegetation 
information. 
I -Hour Fuel Moisture 
One-hour fuel moisture was calculated as a function of maximum temperature , 
minimum temperature , relative humidity and precipitation and ultimately represented 
relevant aspects of all these factors in a single variable . 
Scale of the Analysis 
This study was conducted using data with pixels having a resolution of 1 
kilometer , as that is the resolution of the fire perimeter data upon which the regression 
models depended . The raster data model imposes some assumptions , such as effective 
homogeneity with the cells, which is obviously not the case in the study area. If this study 
were conducted at a different resolution , it is very likely that other variables would be 
shown as significant. 
The resolution of the study is appropriate for a strategic broad scale, but would 
not be appropriate for other scales as the data would not support it. Using I-kilometer 
satellite data to obtain fire perimeters can overestimate the actual fire size or miss smaller 
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or cooler fire events. During the fire season of 2000, it was determined that fire 
perimeters may have been overestimated by as much as 15% (Prevedel, personal 
communication). Often fire occupies only part of the square kilometer pixel, but the fire 
saturates the sensor on the satellite making it appear as if fire occupies the entire pixel. 
Furthermore , it was found that the use of AVHRR satellites for fire detection is limited if 
extensive cloud cover exists over fire events. Extensive cloud cover tends to mask out the 
thermal signatures of fire, causing an apparent reduction in the overall extent of fire 
activity. 
Data Availability and Future 
Analysis Considerations 
For a study of this resolution over a region of comparable size to have practical 
value, the input data must _be easily obtainable or interpreted . 
Many of the layers, such as slope, aspect , elevation , temperature and precipitation 
were easily obtainable for the study area. Others , such as relative humidity and fuel types, 
were interpreted from readily available data. Additional information, such as wind, was 
not considered for this study. Wind is clearly relevant for fire behavior and data are 
readily available for any given time during any given day; however , due to the variability 
of wind, a single layer that accurateliy represented an entire day' s wind activity was not 
available. 
This study used minimum temperature for an approximation of the relative 
humidity, a practice commonly done (Running , Nemani , and Hungerford 1987; Kimball , 
Running, and Nemani 1997; Thornton , Hasenauer, and White 2000). Past studies have 
found this an acceptable substitution; however , during periods of drought relative 
humidity levels may be lower, thus offsetting analysis results. 
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Likewise , I 00-hour and I 000-hour fuel moistures were not used in this analysis 
since the primary focus of the study was what was occurring in the short term (on a daily 
basis). In retrospect these variables may have been helpful in identifying the long-term 
conditions of the study area, such as drought conditions. In future analysis one may wish 
to consider if the effects of other environmental events would have an impact on the 
results. 
Relevant vegetation information (i.e. fuel types) for this study was obtained by 
using the NFDR fuel model data. Alternate land cover classifications can be estimated 
from other vegetation maps , such as the GAP analysis and a land cover classification of 
dominant vegetation types in each pixel compiled by Burgan. Burgan's land cover 
classification data was available for the study but not directly used in this analysis 
(Figures 67 & 68. Appendix G) . 
Imagery from earth observation satellites such as LANDSAT , SPOT, and TERRA 
has often been used to monitor vegetation health. This approach is affected by the 
occurrence of cloud cover and/or smoke over the study area and currently can only be 
used for analysis that takes place over two week periods or more , where several images 
are used in composite . During the study period of 2000, extensive cloud cover or smoke 
obscured the study area much of the: time making NDVI information unavailable on 
many days. 
Wind directly influences how fire behaves but was not considered in this study 
because the likelihood of fires for any given area was being analyzed , not the actual 
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behavior of any particular fire. Wind data is available at the automated weather 
stations, but due to its temporal variability and how it is effected by topography, a single 
layer that accurately represented wind for the entire day at this scale was not available. 
Had acceptable wind data that represented the entire day been available, it could have 
been helpful for several reasons. 
The winds that affect fire behavior most are local winds that respond to local 
conditions and topography . Local winds can be a major influence on how a fire behaves 
because it directly affects the intensity and rate of spread of fire. It brings oxygen to fire, 
which in tum keeps the fire burning. Local winds also can change the behavior of fire 
activity throughout the day due to their diurnal nature , flowing up-slope during the day 
and down-slope at night. Wind tends to be unpredictable and can quickly settle or gust. 
Furthermore , fires can become so large that they create their own weather , drawing in 
winds. These are all local effects of wind that are difficult to account for on a regional 
scale and are even more difficult to account for when a single layer is needed to represent 
the entire day. Due to their unpredictable nature , wind has also been omitted from other 
studies (Burgan et al. 1998). Local wind would certainly be a major factor in finer 
resolution studies whose focus is more toward fire behavior , rather than identifying fire 
likelihood areas. 
Future studies may wish to develop a methodology that would accurately 
represent wind for any given time of the day. In addition to using the wind data that is 
available from the weather stations , DEMs might be able to be used to create a model that 
represents the diurnal nature of wind, blowing up-slope or down-slope depending on the 
time of day. If modeled acceptably, it could then be incorporated into this study. 
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Finally , there may be potential benefit to modeling the likelihood of fires at a finer 
temporal scale , accounting for variation in conditions at different times of the day. 
Weather data are readily available at automated weather stations for different parts of the 
day. For this study , the limiting factor is the times when AVHRR satellite imagery is 
available. AVHRR imagery are onl y available in the morning (approximately 3:00 a.m. 
to 10:00 am.) and evening (approx imately 2:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.). Furthermore , with 
late morning and early afternoon images , i.e. 10:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. , the thermal band 
may be saturated and unusable for obtaining fire perimeter data. Other platforms , such as 
MO DIS or infra red flights , may be available to supplement for time s when A VHRR 
imagery is not available. 
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CONCLUSION 
As fire awareness increases , GIS increasingly provides new methods to examine 
fire activity. Most analysis that identifies fire danger or potential are on the broad scale or 
fine scale (Paltridge and Barber 1988; Chuvieco and Congalton 1989; Lopez et al. 1991; 
Gronlund, Xiang, and Sox 1994; Chuvieco and Martin 1994b; Burgan et al. 1997; 
Stratton 1998). Many methodologies rely on automated weather station data or satellite 
imagery and can be fully automated to look at general fire danger over a continental scale 
on a daily basis. Other methods rely on finer scaled data for a relatively small area to 
produce an overall fire danger assessment. 
This study provides spatially explicit procedures for determining fire likelihood 
probabilities at an intermediate scale on a daily basis given readily available data. This is 
different from a fire prediction model that extrapolates where and how a given fire may 
spread. It was also different from a fire danger model in that it did not take risk factors 
(such as roads , trails , lightning , etc.) into account. The procedures developed here were 
not meant to replace other methods but rather to look at data from different angles. The 
main objectives of this study can be summarized as follows: 
1. Develop a method that takes several input variables that are-related to fire 
activity , remove the redundant ones, and identify which of the remaining variables are the 
most significant to fire activity for any given day. 
2. Develop spatial maps that show the distribution of fire likelihood probabilities 
for any given day using only the variables that were found to be significant for that day . 
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3. Compare the spatial distribution of any given day ' s fire likelihood 
probability to the subsequent fire perimeters to determine if the spatial distribution of fire 
likelihood probabilities can be used to identify likelihood areas for the next day. 
4. Identify which variables consistently remained the most significant throughout 
the fire season and develop a generalized , standard model that could be used to identify 
fire likelihood areas that could be correlated through several days. 
5. Determine if new fire starts on any given day occurred in areas having a higher 
fire probability . 
Additionally, this method readily lends itself to automation. Once the relevant 
variables are determined and perimeters established , fire likelihood maps could be 
produced each day through a simple AML procedure as soon as the weather data are 
received. This implies a significant strategic value . 
With a little extra effort , the procedures developed for this study could be 
incorporated into a more detailed analysis of the areas burned for any given day . Such 
analysis might include preliminary reports of what burned , where it burned , and the 
conditions in the area that contributed to the burning. 
This study provides a method for determining the weights different variables have 
in determining fire danger or likelihood when previously the weights for each variable 
was arbitrary (Chuvieco and Congalton 1989). It also provides a fast and cost effective 
way to examine fire activity and to identify where further study may need to take place, 
thus making it valuable for planning purposes. It provides a way to identify which 
variables are the most influential to fire activity on any given day, and it provides a way 
to correlate fire likelihood from day to day so clear patterns of increasing or decreasing 
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fire likelihood could be seen. In conclusion , it is hoped that the procedures developed 
for this study will benefit future analysis and lead to a better understanding on how fires 
may react given the conditions that occur within a fire season . 
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Appendix A. Example of sample point file created using GRID 's "sample " command . 
fire x - coord y-co o rd sl o pe aspect elev fuel prox Tmax Tmin rel hum avpd pep one ten 
0 -11 9121 4. 7665616 343990.27137252 11.58049 338.0034 5157 .4 80 0.39 51400 . 39 77.31654 38 . 16144 24.39415 1108.812 0 3 5 
0 -1184214. 7665616 343990.27137252 26.06473 79 . 16429 4878.609 0.69 46010.87 78.95317 38.78053 23.68245 1173.669 0 3 5 
0 -1174214. 7665616 343990. 27137252 10.02598 75.63457 5659.449 4 . 64 39204.59 76. 40920 36.15410 23 . 22324 1080.655 0 3 5 
0 -1131214. 7665616 341990 . 27137252 15.97835 17 . 81127 4662.074 1 . 70 8944.271 81.16328 39.47755 22.64190 1266.259 0 3 5 
0 -1124214 . 7665616 341990.27137252 35 . 57440 23.39421 5200.131 3.90 8246.211 79.16145 38.16165 22.95699 1184. 720 0 3 5 
0 -1163214.7665616 339990 . 27137252 20 . 48058 57 . 05676 4858.924 0 . 57 29966 . 65 79.54734 38.13989 22.64921 1201.001 0 3 5 
0 - 118121 4. 7665616 337990 . 27137252 13.77358 173.5909 4619.422 1. 40 39824.62 79.70036 39.04921 23 . 35406 1204 . 271 0 3 5 
0 -1128214 . 7665616 337990.27137252 27.06403 281.3203 4872.047 0 .69 4123.105 80.41280 39.03392 22 . 80320 1234 . 974 0 3 5 
0 -1121214. 7665616 337990. 27137252 32.26068 139 . 9983 4114.173 3.20 5099.020 83.55658 41.53809 22.70217 1368.288 0 3 5 
0 -1162214. 7665616 336990 . 27137252 7.451615 84.12682 5875.984 0 . 33 26832.82 75 . 48444 34.99485 22.86936 1049.061 0 3 5 
0 -1160214.7665616 336990 . 27137252 12.23756 189.7029 5003 . 281 0.39 26000.00 78 . 98449 37.60006 22.58610 1179.204 0 3 5 
0 -1185214.7665616 333990 . 27137252 5.645020 197.7930 5180.446 0.33 40816.66 77. 37994 37.14104 23.38430 1115 .4 38 0 3 5 
1 -11 272 14. 7665616 333990 . 27137252 10.22375 76.71135 4583.333 4 . 64 0.000000 81.73853 39.27649 22.04897 1292.394 0 3 5 
1 -11 26 214. 7665616 333990 . 27137252 8.031578 182.3191 4399.606 1 . 20 0.000000 82 . 48354 39. 85960 22.01887 1324.166 0 3 5 
1 -1127214.7665616 332990 . 27137252 15.53002 92.72192 5360.893 1. 70 0.000000 78.63515 36.94004 22.25949 1166 . 810 0 3 5 
1 -11 262 14. 7665616 332990 . 27137252 9.720162 119.1691 4468 . 504 1. 20 0.000000 82.21421 39 . 64752 22 .02862 1312.606 0 3 5 
1 -1125214 . 7665616 332990.27137252 8.383391 123.0740 4317 . 585 1. 20 0 . 000000 82.57991 40.48666 22.49275 1326 . 557 0 3 5 
1 -1124214 . 7665616 332990. 27137252 5.917453 31.87709 3602 . 362 1.20 0.000000 85.4 52 12 42.65549 22 . 30471 1456.031 0 3 5 
1 -11 232 14.7665616 332990 .27137252 24.52841 294 .18 78 4399.606 2.10 0.000000 82.27454 40.28693 22 . 54025 1313 . 293 0 ·3 5 
1 -1122214. 7665616 332990. 27137252 23.12326 289 . 8455 5200 . 131 2 . 10 0.000000 79.13669 38.02034 22.84839 1184.167 0 3 5 
1 -1118214. 7665616 332990. 27137252 21.86107 154.4606 5298 . 557 2.10 0.000000 78.77665 37 . 81985 22 . 93836 1169.877 0 3 5 
1 -1117214.7665616 332990.27137252 17.19804 106.3801 4648.950 1. 70 0.000000 81.26465 40.53988 23.52091 1266 . 743 0 3 5 
1 -1127214 . 7665616 331990.27137252 20.47713 148.7843 4904.855 2.10 0.000000 80 .4 6600 38.30391 22.12154 1239 . 589 0 3 5 
1 -1126214 . 7665616 331990.27137252 2.087837 137.4263 3956.693 1.00 0 .0 00000 84.26767 41.17738 21.88146 1403 . 269 0 3 5 
1 -11 252 14.7665616 331990.27137252 19.40085 341.8686 4333.989 1 . 70 0.000000 82.51424 40 .4 3767 22 . 49767 1323 . 716 0 3 5 
1 -112421 4 . 7665616 331990. 27137252 21.99518 8 . 562967 4422 . 572 2.10 0.000000 82 . 17060 40 .1 9366 22.53428 1308.891 0 3 5 
l . , ,, 121 4 . ,665616 3 .2713 7:C',. 20.02892 303 .1843 4580.053 2.10 0 . 000000 81 . 55148 39.74298 2 , . 20 95 1282. ~B. 0 3 5 
1 - 11 222 14. 7665616 33_ ,190 . 27137252 23.02314 289.1432 5682.415 2.10 0 . 000000 77.20612 36 . 57046 22. 9 9453 1110.491 0 3 5 
0 -1169214.7665616 330990. 27137252 4 . 516532 299.3318 6587 . 926 3.19 26172 . 50 72. 60052 32.66587 22.94446 951.9136 0 3 5 
1 - 1127214 . 7665616 330990. 27137252 3.ll f r ,9 343 . 4548 4199 . 475 1.00 0.000000 83.29408 40.41541 21.919 45 1359 . 738 0 3 5 
1 - 1126214 . 7665616 330990. 27137252 24 . 8 19~ 0 31 4.87 76 3999.344 2.10 0.000000 84 . 10324 41.04369 21.88359 1395.848 0 3 5 
1 -1125214. 7665616 330990. 27137252 32 . 95004 328 .02 23 6013. 779 3.20 0.000000 75 . 79522 35.39839 23.00077 1059 . 555 0 3 5 
0 -1154214. 7665616 329990. 27 1372 52 13. 11202 344 . 7449 4773.622 0.39 17464.25 80.68475 38.02654 21 . 72633 1249 . 750 0 3 5 
1 -1125214 . 7665616 329990. 27137252 16.78 349 284.1397 6295 . 932 1. 70 0 . 000000 74.86501 33.94266 22.38524 1029.044 0 3 5 
0 -1199214. 7665616 326990 . 27137252 9.327413 299. 7258 1650.262 1. 20 50960. 77 90.90459 47 .4 2884 22 . 5 1861 1729 . 524 0 3 4 
0 - 1172214 . 7665616 326990. 27137252 19.07502 239.2165 4176.509 1. 70 26076. Bl 82.80418 39.35225 21 . 36468 1340.106 0 3 5 
0 - 1145214 . 7665616 325990. 27137252 11.49246 138. 3509 5600.394 1. 40 13928. 39 77. 65124 35.79445 21. 97237 1130.359 0 3 5 
0 -1119214. 7665616 324990.27137252 12.90229 4 . 500882 5826. 771 1. 40 7615.773 76.78890 35.47227 22.32010 1097.460 0 3 5 
0 - 1135214 . 7665616 323990. 27137252 9.665693 201.3886 6053.149 0.33 10630 . 15 75.87421 34.62492 22.24387 1064. 771 0 3 5 
0 -1 203214 . 7665616 322990. 27137252 16. 92823 152.7538 2395.013 1.70 53935.14 87.29838 44.93943 22.95424 1541.356 0 3 5 
0 -1148214.7665616 321990 .27137252 4.170282 116.7187 5331.365 1.00 9219.545 78.81297 36.40473 21.66614 1175.461 0 3 5 
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Appendix R Fire likelihood probability grids , 1994 and 2000. 
+ General Location: 
Scale 
0 '100 200 MIies 
0!'!'!!'!'!'!'!"!!!!1 o' i.0;;;;;;;;;;;2;;;ioi.'!io!!"'!!!!"'!J~oo Kilometers 
Legend 
State Lines 
Latitude / Longitude 
Fire Likelihood Probabilities 
August 1994: 
- 0-10% 50-60% 
- 10-20% D 60-70% 
20 - 30 % D 70 - 80 % 
30-40% 80-90% 
40 - 50 % - 90 - 100 % 
Figure 28. Fire likelihood probabilitie s, August 6 - 14, 1994. 
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Figure 29. Fire likelihood probabilities , August I 5 - 26, I 994. 
Legend 
State Line• 
97 
latitude J Longitude 
Fire Likelihood Probabilities 
August 1 994: 
- 0-10% 60-60% 
- 10- 20 % D 60 - 10 'Ii 
20-30% 70-80% 
30-40% 80-90'1, 
- 40-50% - 90-100% 
Figure 30. Fire likelihood probabilities , August 27 - 31, 1994. 
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Legend 
State Lina& 
Latitude / Longitude 
Fire Likelihood Probabilities 
August 1994: 
- 0-10% 
- 10-20% 
20-30% 
30-40% 
40-60% 
50-60% 
D 60-70% 
D 70 - 80% 
80-90% 
- 90-100% 
+ General Location: 
Scale 
0 100 200 MIies 
0~!!!!!!1 ~oo:;;;;_;;;;2;;;io!!!!o!!!!!!3~00 Kilometers 
Legend 
State Lines 
Latitude / Longitude 
Fire Likelihood Probabilities 
August 2000: 
- 0-10% 50-60% 
- 10- 20 % D 60 - 70 % 
20 - 30 % D 70 - 80 % 
30-40% 80-90% 
40-50% - 90-100% 
Figure 31. Fire likelihood probabilities , August 1 - 10, 2000. 
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Legend 
State Linea 
100 
Latitude / longitude 
Fire Likelihood Probabilities 
Figure 32. Fire likelihood probabilities, August 11 - 21, 2000. 
August 2000: 
- 0-10% 60-60% 
- 10- 20% CJ 60 - 70% 
20-30% 70-80% 
30 - 40% - 80 - 90% 
40 - 50% - 90-100% 
Legend 
State Lines 
101 
Latitude / longitude 
Fire Likelihood Probabilities 
August 2000: 
- 0-10% 60-60% 
- 10- 20 % D 60 - 70 'Ii 
20 - JO % 70 - 80 'I, 
30 - 40% 80-90'1, 
40 - 50% - 90 - 100% 
Figure 33. Fire likelihood probabilities, August 22 - 3 I, 2000. 
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Appendix C. Lower and upper probability bounds , 1994 and 2000 . 
-t· 
General Location: 
Scale 
0 100 200 un .. 
0~~10§0;;;;; • .ai2a;ai0'!!!!0!!!!!!!!!3~00 KUometera 
Legend 
State Lines 
Latitude / Longitude 
Fire Likelihood Probabilities 
Lower Bound August 1994: 
- 0-10% D 50-60% 
- 10-20% D 60-70% 
20-30% CJ 70-80% 
30-40% 80-90% 
40-50% - 90-100% 
Figure 34. Lower fire probability bounds, August 6-14, 1994. 
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Legend 
State Lines 
Latitude / Longitude 
104 
Fire Likelihood Probabilities 
Lower Bound August 1994: 
- 0 - 10% 60-60% 
- 10- 20% D 60 - 70% 
Figure 35. Lower fire probability bounds , August 15-26, 1994. 
20-30% CJ 70-80% 
30-40% 80 - 90% 
40 - 50% - 90 - 100% 
Legend 
State Lina& 
105 
Latitude / longitude 
Fire Likelihood Probabilities 
Lower Bound August 1994: 
- 0 - 10')(, 50 - 60')(, 
Figure 36. Lower fire probability bounds , August 2 7-31, 1994. 
10-20% D 60-70% 
20 - 30% D 70 - 80% 
30 - 40% - 80 - 90% 
40-60% - 90-100% 
General Location: 
Scale 
0 100 200 
Mies 
o ...... ....,,1.;.;00a=,_2a;;;O.,.O ..... e300 Kio meters 
Legend 
State Lines 
Latitude / Longitude 
Fire Likelihood Probabilities 
Lower Bound August 2000: 
- 0-10% CJ 50-80% 
- 10-20% D 60-70% 
20-30% D 70-80% 
30-40% 80-90% 
40-50% - 90-100% 
Figure 37. Lower fire probability bounds , August 1-10, 2000. 
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Legend 
State Lines 
Latitude I Longitude 
Fire Likelihood Probabil ities 
Lower Bound August 2000 : 
- 0-10% LJ 60-60% 
- 10- 20'!6 CJ 60 - 70% 
Figure 38. Lower fire probability bounds, August 11-21, 2000. 
20 - 30% CJ 70 - 80% 
30 - 40'!1', 80 - 90% 
40 - 50 'll', - 90 - 100 'll', 
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Legend 
State Linea 
Latitude / Longitude 
Fire Likelihood Probabilities 
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Lower Bound August 2000: 
- 0-10% D 60-60% 
- 10- 20% D 60-70% 
Figure 39. Lower fire probability bounds, August 22-31, 2000. 
20-30% D 10-&0% 
30 - 40% 80 - 90% 
40-50% - 90-100 % 
General Location: 
Scale 
0 100 200 
Mies 
0.....,..,1 ... 0""0= 2;;;.o..,o..,..,3,..00Kilometer.s 
Legend 
State Lines 
Latitude / Longitude 
Fire Likelihood Probabilities 
Upper Bound August 1994: 
- 0 - 10% D 50-60% 
- 10-20% D 60-70% 
20 - 30 % D 70 - 80 % 
30-40% 80-90% 
40-50% - 90-100% 
Figure 40. Upper fire probability bounds, August 6-14, 1994. 
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Legend 
State Linea 
Latitude / Longitude 
110 
Fire Likelihood Probabilities 
Upper Bound August 1994: 
- 0-10% 60-60% 
Figure 41. Upper fire probability bounds , August 15-26, 1994. 
10- 20% D 60-70% 
20-30% D 10-&0% 
30-40% 80 - 90% 
40-50% - 90-100% 
Legend 
State Lin•s 
Latitude / Longitude 
Fire Likelihood Probabilities 
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Upper Bound August 1994: 
- 0 - 10% CJ 50 - 60% 
- 10-20% D 60-70% 
Figure 42. Upper fire probability bounds, August 2 7-31, 1994. 
20 - 30% CJ 70 - 80% 
30-40% 80-90% 
40 - 50% - 90-100% 
General Location: 
Scale 
0 11)0 200 
MUea 
0"""".....,10!iaa0~.a2..,0""'0 """"3~ 0 Kilometers 
Legend 
State Lines 
Latitude / Loncjtude 
Fire likelihood Probabilities 
Upper Bound August 2000: 
- 0-10% CJ 50 - 60% 
- 10-20% D 60-70% 
20-30% D 70-80% 
30-40% 80-90% 
40-50% - 90-100% 
Figure 43. Upper fire probability bounds , August 1-10, 2000. 
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Legend 
State Linea 
Latitude / Longitude 
Fire Likelihood Probabilities 
113 
Upper Bound August 2000: 
- 0 - 10% CJ 60-60% 
10-20% CJ 60-70% 
20-30% CJ 70-80% 
30 - 40% 80-90% 
40-50% - 90-100% 
Figure 44. Upper fire probability bounds , August 11-21, 2000. 
Legend 
State Linea 
Latitude / Longitude 
114 
Fire Likelihood Probabilities 
Upper Bound August 2000: 
- 0-10% CJ 60-60% 
- 10- 20% D 60 - 70% 
Figure 45. Upper fire probability bounds , August 22-31, 2000. 
20-30% D 10-eo% 
30-40% 80-90% 
40-50% - 90-100% 
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Appendix D. Histograms of fire likelihood probabilities , 1994 and 2000 . 
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Figure 46. Histograms, August 6 - 13, 1994. Proportion of cells within fir e likelihood 
probabilities for the study area and within current and subsequent days fire perimeters . 
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Figur e 47. Histograms, August 14 - 22, 1994. 
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Figure 48. Histograms, August 23 -- 30, 1994. 
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Figure 50. Histograms , August 11 - 18, 2000 . 
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Figure 51. Histograms, August 19 - 26, 2000. 
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Figure 52. Histograms, August 27 - 30, 2000. 
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Appendix E. Fire likelihood probability grids using generalized model, 1994 and 2000 . 
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Figure 53. Fire probabilities , generalized model, August I - 9, 1994. 
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Figure 54. Fire probabilities , generalized model, August 10- 20, 1994. 
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Figure 55. Fire probabilities , generalized model, August 21 - 31, 1994. 
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Figure 56. Fire probabilities , generalized model, August I - 9, 2000. 
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Figure 57. Fire probabilities , generalized model, August 10- 20, 2000. 
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Figure 58. Fire probabilities , generalized model , August 21 - 31, 2000. 
Appendix F. Histograms of fire likelihood probability 
using the generalized model, 1994 and 2000 . 
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Figure 60. Histograms , August 7 - 19, 1994. 
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Figure 61. Histograms, August 20 - 26, 1994. 
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Figure 62. Histograms, August 27 - 30, 1994. 
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Figure 63. Histograms, August 3 - 9, 2000. 
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Figure 64. Histograms , August IO - 16, 2000. 
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Figure 65. Histograms, August 17 - 23, 2000. 
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Figure 66. Histograms , August 24 -- 30, 2000. 
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Appendix G. Land cover classification GIS coverage. 
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Figure 67. Vegetation types within the study area. 
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Figure 68. Vegetation types within the study area (legend). 
